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PROLOGUE
This research project originated in the children’s hospital in which I have been working
as a spiritual counsellor for more than twenty years now. The trigger was not an academic question or an omission in literature, but rather my amazement about the stories
that parents of critically ill children told me. In countless ways, these parents spoke of
meanings they attached to what happened in their child’s disease process. This meaning giving related to medical aspects, but also to interactions with health professionals
(both positive and negative) and special occurrences that were seen as not coincidental.
Whenever I counselled parents after the death of their child, they told me of similar
experiences of meaning finding, that included spiritual notions.
The parents’ stories were quite confusing to me as a theologian, especially if they had
seemed to be able to ‘read’ their newborn or sedated child that was unable to utter
a sound. Likewise, if they expressed spiritual connectedness to the deceased child, or
interpreted concrete happenings in their lives as intended by the dead child. In my
theological education and former work experience, such interpretations of life events
were never mentioned. I dealt with beliefs and interpretations of biblical texts, historical development of Christianity, and so on. That life itself tells us of the very things we
study in books, hit me hard when I came to work in this setting where cognitive beliefs
and membership of churches or communities retreat to the background. In existential
anxiety, other interpretations of life arise.
With this research, I hope to convince both the medical and the theological world that a
special kind of spirituality exists – one that is right before our eyes if we are willing to see
it. It is not about the truthfulness of such experiences, but about their meaning.
I found that the relationships of patients and their families with physicians and nurses
touch deep layers of being human, on both sides. Like the philosopher Awee Prins put it:
“In medical care, the fragility of being human and mortal affects both the caregiver and
their patient.” (Interview in Medisch Contact, 5 October 2017) The focus of this thesis is on
the experiences of parents. However, the anecdotes preceding the individual chapters
show how parents and medical caregivers are participants in an event in which they
both find meaning. These little stories did not come forth out of the research project
itself, but were told to me on many different occasions. I hope that anyone who just
reads these anecdotes will grasp what this research is about. The same holds true for
the pictures. They show what is encountered in life’s reality, disclosing transcending
meaning. At least to me.
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This book is dedicated to the children who lived and died
and whose lives still have meaning to their parents and
families, but also to us, listeners of their stories.

Chapter 1
Introduction

Introduction

Father: “The most miraculous happening I think was on the day of her death.
We would stop the ventilator. She was still lying there looking at us with big
eyes. In principle we had said: okay then in the morning, around 12 o’clock.
But then I also said: yes, but I don’t want her to get a shot or anything. She has
to go to sleep by herself. I don’t know if that’s possible, in terms of time and
everything. ... I do want her to go by herself.
And she looked at both of us one more time, closed her eyes and it was like she
was saying, ‘Dad, Mom, I’m ready.’ Really. That was also a sign that she gave
to us: it’s been enough.”
The death of a child has an indescribable impact on parents. Whether a son or daughter
is a newborn baby or an adolescent youth, the grief over the child’s loss is immense
and long-lasting. The confrontation with death evokes deep, multiple and sometimes
contradictory emotions. This thesis explores the way in which parents’ lives are existentially marked by the loss of a child and how they find meaning to carry on, both during
the time spent in children’s hospitals and in the aftermath of living with the loss. The
experience of connectedness in its different manifestations is the key concept.

THE SETTING
This research project originated in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) of the Sophia
Children’s Hospital, which is part of the Erasmus University Medical Center in Rotterdam,
the Netherlands. This PICU is an impressive place. In each of its four wards from 6 up to 8
children are treated for a diversity of medical and surgical problems. These are patients
of all ages. Many are newborn babies, going straight from the mother’s womb to an
ICU- bed, caught, as it were, in a web of lines and tubes protruding from medical devices.
Other children have a whole history of admissions to the PICU, due to recurrent medical
problems, such as cardiac diseases. Children can also be admitted for acute problems,
such as a trauma, or cerebral haemorrhage, suddenly being taken out of a quite normal
life to which they will never return. Some children stay for a few days, others for weeks
or sometimes for months. Of the about 1.900 children admitted to this PICU yearly,
around 50 die (annual report, 2016 PICU). These figures are comparable with those in the
international literature as PICU’s worldwide report a mortality rates of 2-4% (McCrory et
al., 2017).
The outcomes of these children depend - besides the etiology and severity of illnesson the knowledge, skills and experience of dedicated health care providers. With their
clinical reasoning, based on the available scientific evidence, they do all to cure critically
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ill children. Health care professionals’ sensitivity, social and communication skills are
other necessary competences to relieve the child’s suffering and support their families
(Kochen et al., 2020).
The subjective experiences of those who are being treated, tell us the other side of this
reality. They and their families enter an unknown world dominated by complicated
medical treatment, pharmacological interventions and technical devices. The PICU is a
stressful place, both for critically ill children and their parents (Bronner et al., 2009). Many
children are sedated, unable to make contact. They are supported by their parents who
have fears and hopes and long to get a grip on this situation of mere dependency on
the wisdom and knowledge of others. In the estranging high-tech environment of the
PICU, the human condition is very fragile and interaction with warm and understanding
health care professionals is pivotal.
In this environment a search for meaning in connection with questions of life and death
is always ongoing. Meaning is first of all a cognitive concept: what does a symptom
mean, what does it say about underlying physical conditions. Parents highly appreciate
transparent information on the child’s condition and prognosis (Meyer, Ritholz, Burns,
& Truog, 2006). However, the stories that parents tell reveal another pattern of finding
meaning, one which has little to do with rational information and logics. Especially when
faced with the possibility or probability of the child’s death, parents attribute special
meaning to events in a way that is not always understandable to the medical and
nursing staff (Superdock, Barfield, Brandon, & Docherty, 2018). Many parents may still
foster hope in hopeless situations, which often is misunderstood by the medical staff,
who may get the impression that parents do not recognize the severity of the situation
(Kamihara, Nyborn, Olcese, Nickerson, & Mack, 2015). Premonition and intuition may
also play a major part in parental appraisal of the child’s condition. This can even be
an important factor in shared decision-making (Birchley, 2015). Parents feel connected
to their child even when he or she is sedated, and even after death (Meert, Thurston, &
Briller, 2005; Robinson, Thiel, Backus, & Meyer, 2006). The attribution of meaning may
also involve small concrete happenings, such as the sedated child opening the eyes,
thereby conveying a message to the parent (see the quote at the beginning of this chapter). Such features of giving meaning to what seems to reach beyond rational reasoning,
initiated this research project. The transcending interpretation of what is experienced in
the actuality of the PICU indicates that spiritual features may be part of parents’ overall
experience in this medical context, especially in end-of-life care. Also in the aftermath of
death signs of lasting connectedness may be experienced in continuous bonds (Klass,
Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). We concentrate on the stories of parents whose child died
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in the PICU and extend our investigations to include similar features of meaning finding
in the additional mourning process.

COMMON GROUND OF HEALTH CARE, PSYCHOLOGY
AND PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
Interest in paramedical fields of research has increased since the World Health Organization recognized psychological, social and even spiritual insights as vital dimensions of
palliative care (World Health Organization). The relevance of different dimensions of
health care has also been brought forward by Machteld Huber and colleagues. Health is
more than physical wellbeing; it includes dimensions such as social and mental health,
but also dimensions of meaning and quality of life (Huber et al., 2011).
The fact that this research project focused on the lived practice of parents whose child
died in the PICU, implies that we deal with medical, psychological and spiritual (theological) issues. Although these three scientific fields differ in content, perspective and
methods, they are all relevant in the exploration of meaning in end-of-life situations.

Existential impact of treatment
In end-of-life care in the PICU the parent of a critically ill child has the same existential
concerns as those encountered in other palliative situations: fear, distress and feelings
of hopelessness and meaninglessness, especially when looking finitude and death in
the face (Bruce, Schreiber, Petrovskaya, & Boston, 2011; Kissane, 2012). Feeling lonely
is one of the consequences of caring for a sick son or daughter (Sand & Strang, 2006).
Existential questions are being raised: ‘Why is this happening to me, to us, to my child?’.
Personal identities are shaken. Parents struggle with their parenting role in the face of
the imminent death of their own flesh and blood (McGraw et al., 2012).

Looking for meaning
Psychological research has made clear that meaning making is important, in the confrontation with the irreversibility of death (Keesee, Currier, & Neimeyer, 2008; Neimeyer,
2002). Meaning making is connected with the ability to make sense of events, of finding coherence and on the other hand significance in what happens (Janoff - Bulman &
Frantz, 1997). This focus on meaning is often connected with the cognitive effort to accommodate the experiences to an overall meaning system. Chrystal Park differentiates
between situational and global meaning-making efforts of the mourner. When loss and
pain are incongruent with upholding a meaningful worldview, the mourner is thought
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to change either the situational meaning or the global worldview in order to reestablish
congruence in his or her meaning system (Park, 2010).
Davis et al. however showed that not everyone confronted with loss, searches for meaning after stressful events. Some people search for meaning and never find it - and others
who have searched for meaning and found it, still never stop their search. The ones who
never asked the question ‘Why me?’ appeared to be coping best (Davis, Wortman, Lehman, & Silver, 2000). These findings raise questions, such as whether the meaning attached
to spiritually interpreted experiences is used to make sense of events and whether a
worldview, such as a religious belief, plays a dominant role in these experiences.

SPIRITUALITY IN THE MEDICAL CONTEXT
The search for meaning includes spiritual issues, also in the medical setting. In anguish
and loneliness, people need connectedness and meaningful relationships (Sand &
Strang, 2006). Spirituality and meaning are interconnected. A consensus conference in
the US formulated a definition of spirituality that shows fundaments of spiritual care:
”Spirituality is the aspect of humanity that refers to the way individuals seek and express
meaning and purpose and the way they experience their connectedness to the moment, to self, to others, to nature, and to the significant or sacred” (Puchalski, Vitillo, Hull,
& Reller, 2014). In the European setting, the European Association for Palliative Care task
force on spiritual care, added, among other things, the notion of transcendence (Nolan,
Saltmarsh, & Leget, 2011). Transcendence refers to what exceeds the tangible world and
opens up to possible experiences of other, deeper dimensions of life (Weiher, 2014). We
take special interest in the way the concept of connectedness manifests itself in parental
concerns.
Spirituality in the context of caregiving in the PICU is often expressed in religious terms.
Among the patients and their families are Moslems, Christians and followers of many
other religions. Their beliefs influence the interaction between parents and health care
professionals, especially in end-of-life care and shared decision-making. Communication in the field of religious beliefs is not easy for caregivers. Even in countries where
religion plays a major part in society, pediatricians may feel discomfort in dealing with
spirituality and religion (Armbruster, Chibnall, & Legett, 2003).
Articles on spiritual, religious and cultural considerations in pediatric palliative care
show a variety of beliefs, values and practices that may influence families‘ perceptions
of provided care (Wiener, McConnell, Latella, & Ludi, 2013). This variety makes spiritual
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needs of children and their parents hard to identify. Still, spiritual and religious notions
are considered to be often of great value to families (Constantinou, Garcia, Cook, &
Randhawa, 2019; Hexem, Mollen, Carroll, Lanctot, & Feudtner, 2011). A personalized
approach is needed to provide adequate spiritual care to children and their parents in
end-of-life care (Robert et al., 2019).
Evidently, societal developments concerning religion are being reflected in hospital
settings. In 2016, a research report was published that showed that belief in God had
further decreased in the Dutch population. Only 17 % still believed in a personal God,
while 25% agreed with the sentence that God or a higher power does not exist. Of the
remaining group 28% believed there is something like a higher power manifest in life
and 34 % answered to the question if they believed God exists with ‘I don’t know’ (Bernts
& Berghuijs, 2016). This implies that a majority of people have no clear religious or secular frame of reference. Yet in the hard reality of the PICU, they will still be concerned with
meaning and connectedness.
We investigated parental experiences that involve interpretations of happenings that
are not necessarily connected to specific religious or spiritual considerations and attitudes, but may be part of the lived reality of parents of all backgrounds and worldviews.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE OF LIVED
SPIRITUALITY
The connection between daily practices and religion is object of research in practical
theology. Not the religious sources or official doctrines and confessions are studied but
instead the way people think and speak about God, the divine, or the sacred. When we
study the way people interpret concrete events in a transcending way, we enter the
research domain studying ‘lived religion’, in which ‘religion’ does not necessarily relate to
belief in God or the divine. Lived religion is concerned with the practices and phenomena of everyday life that refer to notions of sacredness and transcendence (Ganzevoort
& Roeland, 2014; McGuire, 2008). Though in practical theology ‘religion’ functions as the
overall concept including spiritual notions, we take ‘spirituality’ as the key concept here.
Our point of departure is finding out what happened to evoke wonder and transcending
meaning in the lived reality of parents whose child died. We “trace the sacred” (Ganzevoort, 2009), not in a religious context but in the hard reality of health care.
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Although lived religion, or lived spirituality, studies the sacred in daily life, we must realize that the lives of bereaved parents are all but ordinary. Their lives are marked by what
happened to them. A day spent in the PICU or, for that matter, a day in their mourning
process, is quite different from the daily lives of others. When we use ‘daily life’ in the
context of this study, it is to indicate the concreteness of the material reality that may
open up to transcending interpretations of events.
When investigating parental experiences in the PICU, it is important to realize that in the
study of lived religion the body is seen as a potential instrument of spirituality. Spirituality is not apart from the material world; they are interconnected (De Haardt & Korte,
2002; McGuire, 2008), as becomes clear in healthcare. Through our bodies we experience pain and discomfort in their many manifestations; yet bodily senses also create the
deepest intimacy between people as well as connectedness to what lies beyond reality
(Kool, 2002). Bodily touch is a means of communication beyond cognitive expressions.

THE RESEARCH PROJECT
The ways in which parents of dying children attach meaning to events, also in the
spiritual sense, is hardly discernible in the practice of medical care in the PICU. Spiritual
expressions that are part of the lived reality of parents facing the death of their child,
mostly remain unrecognized, yet influence parents’ experience of that death. How health
care providers and other caregivers can help parents to find spiritual meaning in their
existential distress, therefore remains underexposed. By concentrating on the personal
stories of grieving parents who once lost their child in the PICU, this research project
aims to unveil parents’ experiences and caregivers’ possibilities in providing meaningful
care, also in the spiritual sense. An open qualitative research method is chosen, suitable
for the exploration of a highly differentiated field of knowledge, that of personal meanings.
The primary research question concerns the meaning of spiritual experiences of parents
confronted with their child’s death. We investigate whether spiritual experiences form
part of these parents’ stories - and if so, what characterizes them. We address both the
content and the function of spiritual experiences, concentrating on what is discernible
in the tangible world of the PICU, in parents’ interaction with their child before and after
death, but also with the medical team. We focus on the meaning parents ascribe to
events and interactions, either in making sense or in finding significance in the mourning process. Of practical theological interest is the question whether these experiences
are related to spiritual awareness or transformation of these parents? Our conceptualiza-
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tion of this type of spirituality will lead to theological reflections on the necessity to pay
attention to these experiences.
Our studies aim to contribute to growing awareness among physicians and nursing staff
for spiritual issues.

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Qualitative research
Our intention to describe and interpret experiences from the point of view of bereaved
parents, called for qualitative research to distil theoretical concepts from the meanings,
points of view and experiences of participants. The grounded theory approach suits the
explorative design of our research (Boeije, 2005). We used a responsive interviewing
model, in which the process of the interview, and the questions asked, are attuned to
each interviewee and the course of the conversation (Rubin, 2005).

Participants
A pilot study was performed among bereaved parents, who participated in a special
project run by an oncological parent support organization (Vereniging van Ouders van
Kinderen met Kanker, VOKK). The children in the pilot study (n=12) had been treated in
various hospitals and most of them died at home. We interviewed the parents of these
children between two and fifteen years after the child’s death. The parents involved in
the main project (n=20) are all parents of a child who died in the PICU of the Sophia Children’s Hospital about five years before the interview. In both projects, participants have
not been selected because of their interest in religion or spirituality. The total group
contains people of all religious, spiritual and secular lines of thinking.

Interviews
In both studies, data are acquired through open interviews without the use of a topiclist. The intention is to let the parents tell the story from the time of the child’s admission
to the PICU until the day of the interview five years later. Interviewing parents five years
after the child’s death is intentional. We want to elicit events that have been so marked
in parents’ minds that they still have meaning.

Analysis
In the analysis of the stories notions of “recognition, estrangement, disclosure and answer” were investigated (Ganzevoort & Visser, 2007, p. 122). Stories were compared on
notions that were recognizable in all stories, such as expressions of grief and the descrip-
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tions of the impact of the child’s death on the parents’ lives. At certain points unpredictable, strange features were part of their grief story. This could either be a strange event
recounted or an unexpected point of view. The estrangement made us sensitive to the
description of what these experiences disclosed to parents. It alerted us to explore how
these moments created meaning and whether they touched upon other dimensions in
life. The way in which these moments of disclosure were interpreted, how the narrators
responded to these events were the building stones of theorizing on spiritual experiences of not necessarily religious people.
By observing singular experiences we learned - directly or indirectly- of generalities,
which we used for developing a theory of the type of spirituality we investigated (Visse,
2014).

Narrative hermeneutic interpretations
Parents’ narrative constructions of what had been meaningful to them in the loss of their
child show their version of events, their own interpretations, perspective and the meaning they attach to it. The question whether special events really occurred or are just
wishful thinking is not addressed. The open character of the narrative approach enables
us to explore what the loss of their child means to parents in a broad sense, including the
different and sometimes contradictory expressions of their personal construct of meaning. Parents’ description of special life events, including phenomena that are interpreted
as non-accidental, are the primary hermeneutic points of reference. Hermeneutics deals
with the interpretations of stories, with the way to understand what has been told and
what it means. By telling the story of what happened to their child at the end of life, parents interpret concrete happenings within their own frame of reference. Social, cultural
and psychological aspects influence their interpretations (Ganzevoort & Visser, 2007).
Stories may also show the experience of deepened dimensions of life, of existential and
transcending awareness, often without any explicit reference to spirituality or the sacred
(Grimell, 2017). Parents may never have heard of ‘transcendence’. Yet subconsciously,
through the way the story is told, the notion of transcendence and spirituality can shine
through, showing the performative character of the way a story is told. The phenomena
described and the way they get significance in the narratives elicit a spiritual dimension.

The investigator’s role
The narrative hermeneutic approach asks for reflection on the decisive role of the investigator (Evers, 2015). The findings extracted from the narratives, including the meanings
attached, are interpreted from the premises of the researcher (Scherer-Rath, 2014). In
this study, the framework of interpretation may have been influenced by the researcher’s
occupation as a spiritual caregiver in the study venue for many years. Her knowledge of
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what can happen in an end-of-life setting in the PICU is an advantage in establishing
contact with parents in an interview, but also construes the risk of bias; expectations
of parents’ experiences might influence the interviewing. This awareness was reason to
select parents randomly and to conduct the interviews as openly as possible.

THESIS OUTLINE
Chapter 2 reports the results of the pilot study investigating spiritual experiences of
bereaved parents in the context of oncology. We discuss the role of spiritual experiences
in the narrative construction of meaning after the loss of the child. The chapter includes
the description of a variety of examples of parents’ experiences of connectedness to
their deceased child, to which other chapters also refer.
In chapter 3 we focus on the dynamics of the PICU environment, addressing the significance of parents’ connectedness to their child’s physical body in end-of-life care.
Chapter 4 describes both the existential distress of parents facing the imminent death
of their child and the meaning of experiencing genuine personal contact with health
care professionals.
In chapter 5, a special type of spirituality, which we named ‘fragile spirituality’, is described in the perspective it offers to bereaved parents. The presence of spiritual notions
in the context of pediatric health care is underlined.
Chapter 6 explores theological reflections on the essence of this fragile spirituality as an
expression of lived spirituality.
Chapter 7, the General Discussion, explains the connection between the different findings of the research project in the way they convey features or expressions of fragile
spirituality in the context of pediatric health care and theology. Recommendations are
presented for further research into existential and spiritual issues concerning patients,
parents and health care professionals.
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ABSTRACT
This is a study of parents’ spiritual experience of the loss of a child. Many parents experience continuing bonds with their deceased child as well as forms of posttraumatic
growth. Twelve parents of children dying after severe illness were interviewed about
their experiences. The interviews contain stories about premonitions, the intensity of
the moment of the child’s death and the child’s presence after death. Thematically the
stories reflect the dialectics of continuity and discontinuity in the relationship with the
child. This is interpreted in terms of attributing meaning, significance and comprehensibility.

KEYWORDS
posttraumatic spirituality, grief, continuous bonds, (religious) coping
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INTRODUCTION
The loss of a child is generally considered to be especially devastating, with parents
suffering long and intensely, displaying many symptoms of posttraumatic stress (Dijkstra, 2000). Their challenge is to adapt to a new and painful reality in which they have
to accept their loss. Inability to accept the death of their child may lead to escalating
psychological problems, even to a posttraumatic stress syndrome (Field, 2008; NolenHoeksema & Larson, 1999). Many parents, however, maintain some kind of ongoing bond
with, or lasting attachment to, the child. This is not necessarily a sign of maladaptive
mourning or refusal to accept the death, but could be a component of adaptive grieving
(Rosenblatt, 2000; Talbot, 2002; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). A lasting relationship with
the deceased child is not threatening as long as it does not prevent the parent from
moving on or acknowledging the reality of the child’s death (Field 2008).
The death of a child is associated, not only with trauma, but also with experiences that
are valuable to the parents like discovering a new appreciation of life, or rebuilding their
own identity. Studies of posttraumatic growth identify five dimensions: psychological
strength, greater empathy, closer relations with others, appreciation of the value and
fragility of life, discovering new opportunities, and a new spirituality (Calhoun, 2006).
These studies broaden the narrow focus on the pathological dangers of bereaved parents to the extended life story of their loss and their grief (Hogan & Schmidt, 2002).
Attribution of meaning is essential for coping with the death of a child (Rosenblatt,
2000; Talbot, 2002). Research by Neimeyer et al. shows that a search for meaning plays
a crucial role in the process of readjustment after the death of a loved one (Keesee,
Currier, & Neimeyer, 2008; Neimeyer, Baldwin, & Gillies, 2006). Fundamental assumptions
about living in this world are shattered by traumatic loss (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). These
include the assumption that the world is benevolent and a sense of one’s own worth.
The belief that we are somehow protected from the great disasters of life is shattered. It
seems essential to find a new sense of coherence in order to be able to trust and invest
in life again. Research by Lichtenthal and Keesee et al. into bereaved parents’ construction of meaning concentrates on whether parents managed to make sense of the death
of their child, and if they derived any benefit from the experience (Keesee et al., 2008;
Lichtenthal, 2010). Wheeler (2001) looks at this search for meaning from the angles of
a ‘search for cognitive mastery’ on the one hand and a ‘search for renewed purpose’ on
the other (Wheeler, 2001). To Janoff-Bulman the two primary connotations of meaning
in the context of trauma are meaning as comprehensibility (making sense) and meaning
as significance (finding value or worth) (Janoff - Bulman & Frantz, 1997).
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In this paper, we focus on the role of spirituality in the process of coping with the loss
of a child. Parents’ narratives portray various elements of spirituality. These can include
rituals that are important at the time of the child’s death or in the aftermath of it, the
search for meaning and coherence, and specific spiritual experiences of bereaved parents like ‘after-death communication’ with the child or connectedness to transcendence
(Klass, 1999; Meert, Thurston, & Briller, 2005; Talbot, 2002).
Many definitions of spirituality include both active searching for and receptive finding of
meaning. ‘Spirituality is the aspect of humanity that refers to the way individuals seek
and express meaning and purpose and the way they experience their connectedness
to the moment, to self, to others, to nature, and to the significant or sacred’ (Puchalski
et al., 2009). This relates directly to the search for coherence, the person’s worldview or
faith, and the encounter with transcendence (Klass, 1999). Spirituality is concerned with
both ‘the sacred’ (God, gods, transcendent powers, etc.) and the search for meaning, and
helps individuals to come to terms with ultimate issues (Pargament, 1997).
Although spirituality seems to be generally accepted as an important domain of bereaved parents’ grieving process (Barrera et al., 2009), visual or auditory after-death
experiences of the dead child are often viewed sceptically. They are categorized as ‘hallucinations’ and described as ‘transient illusory experiences, often occurring within a few
weeks following the loss’. Hallucinations and illusions are considered to be expressive of
‘searching attempts to find the deceased’ (Worden, 2009). Although these experiences
are undeniably part of normal grief reactions, it is feared that if they occur too long after
the initial grief phase they could indicate parents’ inability to detach themselves from
their child and reorganize life in the altered circumstances (Field, 2008).
In our research we describe such spiritual experiences encountered in the narratives of
grieving parents. We want to assess their role in attributing meaning to the loss of the
child, in finding comprehensibility and/or significance, and in coping with the continuity
and discontinuity of their narratives. The main question, then, is: what role do spiritual
experiences play in the narrative construction of continuity and discontinuity in the
changed relationship between parents and the deceased child? We opted for a narrative
approach because we are interested in people’s subjective constructions of their experiences (Ganzevoort, 2011). The narrative approach permits various reconstructions of
meaning in life stories. It is especially useful for our purpose because of the complexity
of observing continuing bonds with the deceased and because of the many nuances of
finding and expressing meaning.
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After explaining our method we first describe the spiritual experiences we encountered
in the stories parents told us. We then explore their narratives from the perspective
of continuity and discontinuity and of finding comprehensibility and significance. In
conclusion we explain our position in the field of researching the importance of finding
meaning after bereavement.

METHOD
Participants
This paper uses the results of a pilot study for a larger research project in which we will
investigate wellbeing and narrative construction of meaning among bereaved parents
at a pediatric intensive care unit. The project will include both retrospective and prospective accounts and measures. In this pilot study we included a sample of eight mothers and one father of children who died of cancer. The women participated in a project
focusing on support for parents in the palliative phase of their child’s illness. Seven of
these mothers and the father (partner of one of the mothers) were interviewed in their
homes. All were native Dutch. All had a college or university education and all but one
were employed at the time of the interview. They were all active in society, having jobs,
and all said they were enjoying life again — an indicator of successful coping.
Six of the women were still married to the father of their child. At the time of death the
children ranged in age from two to seventeen. Illness duration ranged from two months
to fourteen years, and the time lapse since their death ranged from eighteen months to
almost twenty years. The parents came from different religious backgrounds. Four mothers and the father were raised in Roman Catholic families, although none of them were
practising Catholics at the time of the interview. One mother was an active member of
a Protestant church community. Two were explicit nonbelievers. One mother had been
involved with spirituality since her youth and participated in an esoteric community.
For greater variety we included three Muslim mothers (two Turkish and one Moroccan)
whose children had died of various illnesses in the Rotterdam Children’s Hospital. Their
ages at the time of death were four months, eight months and nine years. These interviews were conducted by a Muslim hospital chaplain.

Data Collection
Individual semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted in the homes of the
participants. The interview was explained as focusing on possible special, meaningful
experiences at the end of the child’s life. A typical first question was: what was your life
like before your child’s illness? All participants started with a detailed description of the
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illness itself, leading up to the death of the child. The stories usually consisted of three
phases, starting with the period leading up to the moment of death. In most cases this
occupied about three quarters of the total time of the interview. Next they focused on
the period from the actual death up to the funeral. They ended with the phase since the
death. In this latter part of the narrative they focused mostly on what was meaningful to
them and on whether they felt their child was still close by. The interviewer intervened
as little as possible. Towards the end of the interview some questions were asked about
experiences others had mentioned, with the aim of comparison.
The interviews lasted from one to three hours. They were audio-recorded and transcribed
verbatim. In some cases the participants contacted the researcher afterwards because
they had realized there were themes they wanted to add. The material was analyzed
using a Grounded Theory approach and open coding. Related codes were combined
and categorized through repeated comparison of similarities and relationships. The
final identification of core categories led to a clearer understanding of the contents and
structures of the narratives and to an answer to the research question. At this stage we
did not use further procedures like selective coding.

SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES
We start our explorations with a description of the spiritual experiences of the parents
and their children. These are portrayed as receptive rather than active sources of meaning. Several categories of experiences emerge from the narratives.

Premonitions
All mothers mentioned what one of them called ‘a deep knowledge from within’. They
all had premonitions of what was going to happen, whether it was the (fatality of the)
illness or the imminence of death. Three of them indicated that they had always felt
special concern for this specific child. One of them said that since childhood she had
thought she should have two children, ‘because one of them was going to die’. Four of
the non-Muslim parents, all Muslim mothers, and — according to the narratives — two
of the children had had vivid, ‘realistic’ dreams or visions relating to the child’s impending death. For one Muslim mother the main criterion to decide if the dream was true
was the special feeling she had with every predictive dream. Some of these dreams were
very concrete: “I dreamed of a Chinese blind girl. Next day we heard our son was probably
going to be blind”. “A week before her death I heard a male voice in my ear saying: Thursday.
And on Thursday she died”. These mothers did not speak to others about the dreams
at the time for fear ‘that they might come true’, or because they feared they would be
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misunderstood. All participants said they were convinced that their child knew he or she
was going to die. One of the children wrote a little poem: ‘little god, little god, am I going
to die?’ Another boy very calmly declared he was going to die, even though he had never
wanted to talk about death before that.
Three of the parents had explicitly talked with the child about what heaven or the transition to heaven was like. One of the children never wanted to talk about what could
happen to him, but at some point shortly before his death had given away his ‘legacy’
(toys) and had gone through the story of his life with the help of photographs. He was
reconciled with his sister before it was too late. In the final moments not one of the
children was afraid. One of them said: ‘I want to say goodbye to life. I want to go to heaven’.
Four of the children expressed their faith in God and Jesus to the amazement of their
parents, and five of them said explicitly they were going to heaven.

The Moment of Death
The moment of death was extraordinarily intense: “how can I explain what it is like when
you see life leave your child . . .” Yet it also was described as a moment of total connectedness to life, to God, and to the child. Three of the mothers did not speak in those terms,
as the moment was traumatic and sudden.
For six of the parents the moment of death was very special yet ambiguous. The father
described the final days as ‘living in a cocoon’, where he experienced the essence of life
itself. His son saw ‘helpers’ to facilitate the transition ‘to the other side’. In the midst of
their anguish three parents experienced a special peace descending upon themselves
or their child, or felt ‘God had never been so near’. Four of the participants said they ‘saw’
the soul of their child leaving the body and two of the children had smiles on their faces
when they died. Two of the stories mention a voice in the mother’s or a sister’s head
immediately after the child’s demise saying “I am okay; I am with you”.

Postmortem Presence
In the postmortem period all parents experienced the presence of their child. Seven had
a sensory experience: they felt a hand on their shoulder, smelled, saw or heard the child.
Both partners separately saw an appearance of their son some months afterwards. Six
parents saw an animal that had a special link with their child at meaningful moments
and took it as a sign from their child; it involved a bird (twice), a cat, a mountain goat, a
butterfly and a dragonfly.
Six of the parents narrate occasional or frequent signals or signs from their children,
not only in the beginning but right up to the time of the interview. They tell of things
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moving inexplicably, of electrical appliances like lights or radios operating mysteriously
without human intervention, and how special songs would come to them at meaningful
moments. The parents related these signs to the deceased child in some way. It was
always connected with the thought that there was something more between heaven
and earth, even though one of them did not believe heaven (or God) existed. She ‘hoped
for it’, though.
For the Islamic mothers dreams were the cardinal way of experiencing contact with God
or their child. They all experienced continuing contact with the child in their dreams.
“I see her then in my arms”, “I see him walking, playing, with no scars”. One of them also
conversed with her dead brother in her dreams. Note that the Muslim mothers received
‘signs’ only in their dreams. In Islamic culture dreams are an accepted way in which Allah
conveys messages (Edgar, 2011). Although a dream can also come from Satan, it was
clear to the mothers that theirs came from God.

Not Coincidental
Bereaved parents seem sensitive to ‘coincidencing’, attributing meaning to what other
people are inclined to call coincidences (Nadeau, 2008). ‘Coincidence doesn’t exist’ was
a common remark. For most of them they signified a special connection with something
beyond themselves. This also seems to be the implication of the dreams and vivid visions both some of them and their children experienced and by the premonitions that
feature prominently in the narratives, in one case even going back to childhood.
Nine of the parents said that during the whole process many things happened that were
‘not coincidental’. Various experiences were classified under this theme: the fact that
the children had been able to do something important just in time (‘a day later it would
have been impossible’), people arriving at exactly the right moment, meaningful words,
texts offered at exactly the right time, meaningful dates. One mother had had a life-long
fascination with the number three; her son died on 3 December 2001 at 11h10.

CONTINUITY AND DISCONTINUITY
A central theme in the narratives is the dialectic relation between continuity and discontinuity. The loss of a child has an enormous emotional impact on parents. A dominant
psychological theory is that one should not walk away from the immense pain that the
loss evokes. In fact, the core of mourning is working through that grief. It appears to
be essential for the bereaved person to realize that the deceased has gone (Worden,
2009). The psychoanalytic tradition that (under the influence of Freud) propounded the
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necessity of relinquishing ties with a deceased person has had an immense influence on
the scientific literature on mourning and grief. This long-standing belief is challenged
by empirical evidence that continuing bonds with the deceased are not a manifestation
of a maladaptive mourning process (Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). Discussion in
the field now centers on the way in which the continuing connection with a deceased
person is either effective or ineffective in coping with bereavement (Stroebe, Schut, &
Boerner, 2010). To see a dead person walk into the room can be a normal neurological reaction in the first phase of mourning, but continuing awareness of the deceased
person’s presence and closeness, even in sensory reality, can be a sign of maladaptive
responses (Field, 2008).

Continuing Bonds
Our participants’ narratives portray a differentiated function of ongoing bonds. Most
parents experience a lasting relationship with their deceased child, but they are fully
aware of the discontinuity and finality of their loss. The fact that they all spoke at length
of the extremely difficult time of the child’s illness leading up to death suggests that they
certainly don’t walk away from this reality. The greater part of the parents’ narratives was
devoted to the illness, from the first symptoms and the diagnosis to the moment of
death. They all felt a need to tell the story in great detail. The feeling that their child still
played a part in their lives and showed himself or herself in occasional signs did not take
away their pain. Their child’s physical closeness was painfully missed even when they
described sensory experiences of its presence.
One mother described her inner life as a two-track reality. She had resumed full participation in her family life and social context, but at the same time it was like ‘having a hole
inside’. The period of their child’s illness and death had damaged relationships in the
social context, had bruised personalities and made parents extremely vulnerable, as one
mother described it. Others talked of negative meanings emerging in their lives, using
metaphors like ‘the world was a devastated landscape’, ‘I know how it feels to be in hell, to
burn continually without dying’. For every parent the death was a harsh, inevitable reality,
leaving no doubt as to the end of the child’s life. What remained was an enormous void
in their lives. At the same time they had experienced resilience and strength. The mother
talking about hell also mentioned happiness and gratitude for what she had learnt in
the process.

Discontinuity in Place
Discontinuity and continuity alternate in the relationship with their child. This is expressed, for instance, in terms of location. They were painfully aware that their child
was ‘not here’. Yet the narratives show they all thought their child was ‘somewhere’, not
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‘nowhere’. What they called this somewhere depended on their beliefs or worldview.
For some, using Christian terminology, it was ‘heaven’. Two others called it ‘the spiritual
world’. Three mothers and the father did not specify the place, neither did the mother
who did not believe in heaven but said, ‘I wish I knew where he is’. The Muslim mothers
spoke of ‘paradise’ and ‘being with Allah’. It seemed helpful for parents that their children
referred to the place they were going to as ‘heaven’, even though three of them were
surprised by the spirituality of their child, because they did not practise any religion in
their family.
Tellingly, only two mothers spoke of the moment of death in terms of dying. The others
all used the metaphor of ‘going’: ‘you may go’, ‘at that moment he went’, ‘it seemed at
times that he had gone and returned’. Some said their child ‘crossed over’. The father
had told his son at a certain point that dying was comparable to the Harry Potter story:
to take the train to Hogwarts one had to run through a wall in the railway station, the
entrance becoming visible only once you are right there.
The mother to whom the Christian faith was focal had said to her daughter prior to her
death that she should not come down again but should ‘stay with Jesus’. Once when she
felt that her daughter wanted to ‘come’, she prohibited it again. In some of her dreams
she had the feeling that she herself ‘had gone up’ for a moment. The Muslim mothers
also believed that their child did not ‘come down’ but was with God. “It gives me peace
of mind . . . that a (dead) person is not gone. The body may be gone, but the spirit is still over
there. Not with me, but there. The person is still over there, that is what gives me strength.” For
nine of the mothers it had become evident in the process that the soul of the child had
left the body. One mother said: “When she passed away that whole body relaxed, that is
logical, but it was so special to see it happen. I knew immediately: she is out of it, she is gone.”
Another mother said: “I am convinced she went in peace. That she saw something. Because
when she went, she said: I am dying now . . . and after that it was immediately over. I am
convinced there is somewhere where we will meet again.” Comparable to the underlying
assumption that the child is not ‘nowhere’, ‘gone forever’ is also not part of the parents’
vocabulary. The thought that there is a reunion after death features in the majority of
the narratives (Benore, 2004).

Continuity in Communication
Although discontinuity in place (and time) plays a key role in understanding the reality
of death in the stories, in many cases there is continuity in communication. As described
above, there are many experiences of presence and signs. Yet the experience that their
child communicated with them after death was not always part of a coherent meaning
system. Their child was gone, in heaven or somewhere like that. In some cases memo-
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ries were even fading. Nevertheless, at times they felt their child was still near them,
especially when they were going through difficulties or were away from home. In these
stories the child seems to be both transcendent and immanent (cf. (Klass, 1999, p. 107).
The mother whose daughter died twenty years ago did not experience many signs, but
she visited a spiritual medium, who said she had received a message from the deceased
daughter that the mother had done well in helping and caring for her daughter. This was
very important to the mother.
For these parents continuity and discontinuity in the narrative are ambiguous. Good,
meaningful moments are linked with bad ones. They are two sides of the same reality.
They cannot speak of meaningful experiences separately from the immensely painful
story that needs to be told. The meaningful moments, including ‘after-death communication’, could only come into their own within the narrative of pain, anxiety and despair.
They belonged together. Two mothers, for example, called the period of treatment of
the cancer a terrible but at the same time positive and special time. The moment of
death was in some cases terrible and yet totally transcendent.
This dialectics of continuity and discontinuity that is central in many of the stories can be
seen as the major challenge for parents after the death of their child. The construction
of a meaningful narrative requires both acknowledgment of the reality of death and
preservation of the bond with the child. The existential/spiritual experiences described
here seem to meet these complementary, contradictory requirements.

COMPREHENSIBILITY AND SIGNIFICANCE
The experience of transcendent reality in some way was common to all parents, although not always expressed in religious or spiritual language. Only the Christian and
Muslim mothers (and one of the others) referred to God. But the interaction with their
dead children seemed to merge into their other experiences of transcendent reality. The
question is if these spiritual experiences further both the search for comprehensibility
and the search for significance.

Significance of ‘the Special Child’
First and foremost the narratives stress the meaning of the child itself. Six of the parents
described their child‘s personality as very special, always happy in all circumstances,
gifted, extremely sociable, and able to communicate with all children and many adults.
They all said the child changed in the course of the illness, appearing to be mature (even
the two-year-old) or, as one parent put it, ‘an old soul’.
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According to the parents’ stories their children’s lives had been meaningful. They had
meant a lot to many people, either because of their personalities or because of the process they had gone through. They had not lived ‘for nothing’. One of the Muslim mothers,
for example, told what she had learnt from her son: patience, acceptance and gratitude.
All parents had lost their fear of death as a result of the process. All but one thought they
would in some way be reunited with their child at the hour of their own death. This focus
on the unique meaning of the child featured prominently in the narratives.

Spiritual Development
The spiritual experiences had different effects on the beliefs or worldviews of the bereaved parents. Five parents retained their old worldviews and beliefs (Christian, Muslim,
and spiritual) and were able to interpret their children’s deaths in that light, even though
it entailed some struggle and adaptation. One of them stuck to a nonbelieving worldview, but still longed for answers. Five parents looked for new worldviews that fitted
their experience. For two of them this was a crucial element of the grieving process. The
others only seemed interested in finding a worldview that accorded with their feeling of
connectedness to their child.
If we examine the stories in more detail, it is clear that their searches relate to the traditions in which they live. One mother continued to believe that there is no life after death
but also expressed ambivalent views. On the one hand she called herself rational for
not believing in God or heaven, on the other she said she thought there was something
more between heaven and earth. She did not think she was going to be reunited with
her child, but hoped she was wrong.
Two mothers were not spiritually engaged before the illness and death of their child but
became so afterwards. The first mother met an ‘energetic therapist’ that guided her son
through his illness, hoping to diminish his suffering and fears. The therapist touched the
son at a spiritual level without ever seeing him in person. Afterwards the therapist explained to the mother that her son’s illness was the result of a struggle in a previous life
that had involved many people, and that his purpose in this life had been to restore the
spiritual equilibrium. This gave the mother a clear, coherent interpretation of her son’s
suffering. It also gave her a strong purpose in life, because her soul had been entrusted
with the task of guiding him through the process.
The other mother said: “Before my son’s death, I was never occupied with spirituality. But it
came to me quadraphonically [from all sides, RRG&NF]. We experienced so much that cannot be explained. These things cannot be coincidental. Yet I have no explanation for these
happenings.” She started to read many spiritual books and was especially interested in
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the Tibetan Book of the Dead. Yet she failed to find a wholly satisfying explanation for
the death of her son; it remained unacceptable.
A third mother, who had been spiritually engaged since childhood, related how her spirituality had not changed but only intensified. She had a clear picture of what happened
after death. ‘Anyone who dies has only gone away from here. We come to earth to learn
something ourselves, or to teach others. You don’t go before your time.’ This view offered
her solace, which was especially important because of the medical errors surrounding
her son’s death.
The mother who had been an active member of a Protestant church recounts many
conflicts with her God. She felt great anger towards him, asking ‘What are we being
punished for?’ At the same time she felt she was receiving divine support. She describes
three turning points in which her anger and despair were taken away. Since she could
not relate the love of God to her daughter’s pain, she undertook a spiritual search for
some kind of explanation. In this search she set the condition that the outcome should
not conflict with the belief that ‘Jesus Christ is my Saviour’. After reading and hearing
many different opinions she concluded that it might be that a soul comes to earth from
God with the assignment to learn certain things, after which it can return home.
For the Islamic mothers their faith in God intensified, although two of them had wrestled
with God, asking if they were being punished for some reason. All three came to the
conclusion they had been tested or tried and that their children are in a happy place
where they are better off.

Search for Meaning
Most of the parents said they had not been preoccupied with the meaning or sense
of what was happening to them during the time of the illness. At that time they just
tried to survive. Questions about the sense of suffering at that time were considered to
‘undermine their strength’. The important thing was not the meaning of the situation
but ‘what was meaningful in this situation’, what helped them, what gave them strength.
After the child’s death the search for meaning became important in varying degrees.
Seven of the parents searched for some kind of explanation, like the notion that their
child’s spirit had come here for a reason and, after fulfilling that task, was allowed to
go back ‘home’. This did not take away their grief but it gave them some solace. For six
mothers and the father it was important to stress that at the same time there was no
explanation that would justify the death of their children. Their death was wrong, unjust,
unacceptable. No explanation, religious or otherwise, could take that away. Even though
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there was no satisfactory explanation that would make them accept the necessity of
their child’s death, they expressed the view that certain things in the narrative — while
beyond human comprehension — were ‘meant to be’, not coincidental.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The narratives of grieving parents confirm that finding meaning in bereavement is
definitely important to parents who lose a child. The narrative approach gives them the
opportunity to express in their own words what finding meaning entails. This obviously
raises methodological questions regarding the status of these narratives: to what degree are they co-constructed by the research situation? And how are retrospection and
reflexivity accounted for? Our narrative approach is not meant to be an objective observation of stories that already exist ‘out there’, but to witness to the stories constructed by
participants and shared with the researcher. This means that specific stories emerge and
are presented in a specific way, but it does not detract from the status of the material.
On the contrary: if we believe that meaning is always constructed and reconstructed in
narratives, contextualized in specific social settings, and combine reflection, retrospection and performative intentions, then the stories told to the researcher merit analysis
just as much as any other story. Participants try to find and present meaning in stories
about their experiences when telling them to a specific audience (Ganzevoort, 2011).
The endeavour to ‘make sense’ of the loss definitely plays a role in these narratives.
Seven (of the eleven) parents tried to find a satisfactory explanation that would make
them accept the death, using a religious or spiritual framework. Yet the intensity of the
pursuit of meaning varied greatly and the attempt to make sense did not always lead to
a coherent worldview. Others stressed that they did not understand at all how life and
death interrelate, and three parents went so far as to say they did not want to find coherence in the process as it seemed to diminish the unacceptability of their child’s death.
Yet this denial of the comprehensibility of the loss did not indicate that they found no
meaning at all in the loss, nor did it seem to intensify their grief.
To all of them it was essential to find significance in the process. Above all the child’s
actual life had immense worth and value. An essential part of the narrative of the grieving process was the conviction that the children’s lives, though dominated by suffering,
were meaningful. They meant a lot to others, they enjoyed life, they lived it to the full.
The meaning of their lives extended beyond their families.
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The narratives suggest that making sense of the child’s life was more important than
making sense of their death. The fact that a child dies young is a narrative anomaly that
can be compensated for to some extent by the thought that their lives were not ‘normal,
ordinary’. Research that concentrates primarily on parents’ ability to make sense of their
loss, even if it makes use of open-ended questions (Keesee et al., 2008; Lichtenthal,
2010), may miss the nuances and contradictions that are part of the personal construction of meaning emerging from the narratives of grieving parents.
The relationship with the child also had lasting significance in the parents’ lives. Although
they carried the pain of the loss within them, in some way they still felt connected with
the child. The bond continued. Spiritual experiences bridged the gap between the child
that had passed away and their own reality. Although several parents had little or no
affinity with either religion or spirituality, the concept of transcendence featured in their
narratives in some away, for instance in statements like ‘everything has a reason’ and
‘coincidence doesn’t exist’. This does not imply that they all believed in a predetermined
plan. It means that, implicitly or explicitly, they felt in contact with a transcendent reality
that somehow integrates the incoherent experiences of life and death. The way they
experience this transcendence may be imbedded in a specific cultural or religious tradition. The Muslim mothers, for example, experienced this transcendence especially in
dreams and did not narrate symbolic events or sensory experiences. In dreams, however,
contact with their child was possible.
The narratives show that part of parents’ construction of meaning builds on the experience of having received meaning, either from their child or from a transcendent world.
For all these grieving parents special moments of connectedness felt like an indication
that their child was not completely gone and was still part of their lives. They linked
this with experiences in the period prior to the child’s death. These experiences became
meaningful in retrospect: dreams, things their child had said or done, and many things
that did not seem coincidental. They ascribed these experiences to the same transcendent reality they thought their child was now part of.
The narrative approach suggests that it is significance and not cognitive mastery (Wheeler, 2001) or making sense (Keesee et al., 2008; Lichtenthal, 2010; Neimeyer et al., 2006)
that predominates in the search for meaning, though the latter certainly features in the
stories. The narratives show the ambiguity of the mourning process. The loss doesn’t
make either sense or no sense: it does both. In the same way parents experience both
continuity and discontinuity in the bond with their child. Our material illustrates that
spirituality plays a major role in the search for meaning. The fact that parents still feel
in contact with their child, including visual or auditory signs long after the initial period
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of mourning, does not indicate maladaptation to the loss (Field, 2008). All the parents
had adjusted successfully to their situation, recognizing fully that their child was dead.
To understand the dialectic relationship between continuity and discontinuity in the
life stories of grieving parents, spiritual experiences as such need to be taken seriously
as part of the transformation of the ongoing bond between parents and the child that
passed away (Benore, 2004).
Although the narrative is a personal construction, all the parents found certain things,
actions, memories, and experiences meaningful. In their stories they seemed able to
reconstruct the fundamental assumptions of a meaningful and benevolent world and
the worthiness of the person (both the child and the parent). All this is reconstructed
as being in a different way and on a different level than before, incorporating the pain,
grief and senselessness of the loss. The mourning process consists of many layers of
addressing meaning. Contradictions and ambiguities are among these.
Spiritual experiences are part of the ongoing narratives of parents who lost their child.
Their main function is to embody and imbed the continuing bond with their child and
with transcendence. In this way they further the continuation of their life story.
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An oncologist calls: she has a special story to tell me.
She was visiting one of her patients in the intensive care
unit who was dying. Upon entering the room, she sees the
two-year-old girl in her father’s arms, and at that moment
the mother collapses on to the floor. She is trembling and
speaks in a strange way and the doctor and a nurse discuss
if they should use defibrillation. Then the doctor kneels
down at the mother’s side and asks if she is okay. The mother
begins to talk hesitantly, with pauses, about seeing her own
deceased grandmother coming to fetch the little girl. The
physician asks “where are you and what else do you see?”
The mother sees them in her grandmother’s house; they are
retreating together, the old woman and the two-year old.
Then the physician asks her: “how do you feel about that?”
And the mother says: “it’s okay.” “Then say that this is okay.
She will take good care of her. But you must stay here”, the
doctor said. Then the mother comes to her senses. Becalmed
and filled with the intensity of the experience. The same is
true for everybody present, including the doctor.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Health professionals in pediatric intensive care units ( PICU’s) support both
child and parents when a child’s death is imminent. Parents long to stay connected to
their dying child but the high-tech environment and treatment implications make it
difficult to stay physically close. This study explores in what sense physical aspects of
end-of-life care in the PICU influence the parent-child relationship.
Design: Retrospective, qualitative interview study.
Setting: Level 3 pediatric intensive care unit in Erasmus Medical Center in the Netherlands.
Participants: Thirty-six parents of 20 children who had died in this unit 5 years previously.
Measurements and main results: Parents vividly remembered the damage done to
the child’s physical appearance, an inevitable consequence of medical treatment. They
felt frustrated and hurt when they could not hold their child. Yet they felt comforted if
facilitated to be physically close to the dying child, like lying with the child in one bed,
holding the child in the hour of death, and washing the child after death.
Conclusions: End-of-life treatment in the PICU presents both a barrier and an opportunity for parents to stay physically connected to their child. Parents’ experiences
suggest that aspects of physicality in medical settings deserve more attention. Better
understanding of the significance of bodily aspects - other than pain and symptom
management - improves end-of-life support and should be part of the humane approach to families.
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INTRODUCTION
When a child is treated in a pediatric intensive care unit (PICU), parents often feel at a
loss in the alienating high-tech environment (Balluffi et al., 2004; Meert, Briller, Schim, &
Thurston, 2008). Caring for their child themselves is often hampered by the necessary
medical equipment and procedures such as insertion of IV lines and/or the presence of
drains. Anxiety and stress levels can be high, especially when the child is in danger of
dying. The staff is aware of this; concern for the families is naturally included in pediatric care, especially in palliative care (“American Academy of Pediatrics. Committee on
Bioethics and Committee on Hospital Care. Palliative care for children,” 2000; Boss et
al., 2014; Jones, Contro, & Koch, 2014). In order to fulfill their role as a parent and to be
there for their child, they need support from the medical and nursing staff (Davidson
et al., 2007; Liben, Papadatou, & Wolfe, 2008; McGraw et al., 2012). However, it is not
easy for PICU staff to give high-quality effective end-of-life care, including care for the
parents (Longden, 2011; Polikoff & McCabe, 2013). The time between the possibilities of
cure and the imminence of death, the transition to end-of-life care, may be very short.
End-of-life care is therefore often a matter of ad hoc decisions.
The needs and perceptions of parents who lose their child in the ICU have been investigated in international research programs. Effective communication, participation in
decision making, and the possibility to fulfill the parent role until the very end proved
important features (Aschenbrenner, Winters, & Belknap, 2012; Longden, 2011; Polikoff
& McCabe, 2013). Meeting their wishes is important as the child’s death often leaves
parents in long-term psychological distress (Meert et al., 2010).
From the perspective of parents, preservation of the integrity of the parent-child relationship is one of the priorities of pediatric end-of-life care (Kars, Grypdonck, & van
Delden, 2011; McGraw et al., 2012; Meyer, Ritholz, Burns, & Truog, 2006). Having the opportunity to be the parent and to act accordingly is very important in this context. When
parents can feel connected to the child in all phases of the bereavement process, they
feel better able to adapt to the loss (Meert, Briller, Schim, Thurston, & Kabel, 2009). This
connection does not end with death. In fact, bereaved parents experience continuous
bonds with their child (Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996; Longden, 2011; Rosenblatt,
2000; Talbot, 2002; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). Continuing the bond with a deceased
loved one can be part of the process of adaptation to loss, as long as the reality of the
death is also fully realized (Field, 2008).
Physical care provision and physical proximity have been recognized as essential expressions of the parent-child relationship and connection (McGraw et al., 2012; Meyer et
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al., 2006). Yet these conditions are hard to realize in a PICU, where the patient is almost
never without tubes, lines, drips, bandages etc. How this affects physical attachments
between parents and their sick child has not yet been explored in detail. The aim of this
study was to explore in what sense physical aspects influence the parent-child relationship in end-of-life care in the PICU.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design
This study is part of a larger research project exploring meaningful experiences of
parents whose child died in the PICU. To identify features of meaning and significance,
we applied a qualitative research design with unstructured in-depth interviews with
prompts given to elicit information from parents when necessary, 5 years after the death
of their child.

Setting
The setting for this study was the 34-bed multidisciplinary tertiary care PICU of the
Erasmus MC-Sophia Children’s Hospital, Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Interviews were
conducted in 2013 and 2014.

Participants
In the years 2008 and 2009, 92 children had died in the PICU. Thirty-eight children
were randomly selected using a random number generator. This approach, although
not typical in qualitative research, was chosen because the interviewer worked in the
department and we wanted to make clear that the selection of parents was not based
on personal preference. The parents of these children were invited by letter to have an
interview concerning their experiences in the PICU at the time of death of their child.
The letter explained that they need not respond if they did not want to participate and
in that case would not be contacted again. Six letters came back unopened. Of the remaining 32 invitations, 20 were accepted (response rate 62.5 %). After 20 responses data
saturation was reached. It was left to the choice of the parents whether they wanted to
be interviewed individually or as a couple.
The study was approved by the Erasmus MC medical ethical review board (No. 2011436). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
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Interviews
All interviews were held at the homes of the family and lasted between 1 and 2 hours.
The interviewer followed the flow of the narrative when the parents responded to the
general question what happened to their child in the PICU. When necessary, additional
questions addressed support from the PICU staff and meaningful events before, during and after the death of their child. The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed
verbatim. Parents were also sent a draft copy of the interview. The interviews were held
in Dutch.

Data Analysis
The anonymized transcripts were analyzed by the interviewer (JLF) and a second investigator ( MvD) independently, using Atlas-Ti 7.0 for coding and selection of themes. Any
discrepancies between the coders were resolved through discussion, until consensus
was reached. In the first phase of coding we found that the child’s body was often mentioned, not in the medical sense but rather in the sense of having special meaning in
the parent-child relationship. We then analyzed the data set with a focus on the theme
of the significance of the child’s body in the experience of parents. Through renewed
coding we identified the following subthemes: ‘the damaged body’, ‘the experienced
physical distance to the child’ and ‘the importance of holding and touching’, which we
will describe in our results. Relevant quotes related to these themes were selected from
the transcripts. They were translated into English and corrected by a translator. The
quotes are also presented in the Results section.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
16 couples, three mothers and one father participated. The parents were native Dutch,
except for one mother who originally came from Pakistan. The children’s age at the time
of death varied from 2 weeks to 14 years. Length of stay in the PICU varied from 2 hours
to over 5 months. Characteristics of the children are listed in Table 1.

Aspects of physicality in the experience of parents in end-of-life care
A striking feature in the parents’ narratives was the child’s physicality. We found two
major themes regarding the perception of the body of the child that were meaningful
to parents, even after five years: the disfigurement of the body and the importance of
physical closeness.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics (N=20)
Variables
Age group
Newborns
One month -1 year
>1 year to 6 year
>6 years to 14 year
Sex
Boy
Girls
Diagnosis
Complex cardiac anomaly
Respiratory insufficiency
Congenital diaphragmatic hernia
Trauma
Neuromuscular disease
Metabolic disorder
Arteriovenous malformation
Oncological
ECMO treatment

N (%)
2
11
3
4
13 (65.0)
7 (35.0)
8
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
5 (25.0)

LOS hospital last admission in days
Median (IQR)

19 (3 to 34)

LOS ICU last admission in days
Median (IQR)

12 (3 to 31)

Abbreviations: ECMO=extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, LOS=length of stay, IQR=interquartile range

1. Disfigurement of the body
The importance of the integrity of the child’s body was apparent from each story. Many
parents described the body as ‘damaged’. They not only referred to disfigurement of the
body due to life-saving medical interventions - drips, cuts, bruises etcetera-, but also
to physical consequences of treatment or disease, such as edema. This ‘extra’ damage
done to the body was something they accepted as inevitable in the efforts to save the
life of the child, but they found it painful to realize that it had all been to no avail. Table 2
gives some quotes of parents with regard to the impact of disfigurement of their child’s
physical appearance.
On the other hand, seeing the child’s familiar, undamaged body, while knowing it was
internally damaged, could be confusing as well. “The first day after the accident it really
struck me, it was terrible, incomprehensible; when you looked at her, she seemed alright. She was warm, she was beautiful and like she really was. But the readings showed
something else.” (mother of twelve-year-old girl)
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Table 2. Quotes on ‘Disfigurement of the body’
Child’s age

Quote

13 years

Mother: “It is of course a shame, looking back. She had this long blond hair. They shaved a large
part of her head for the surgery which had little chance of success. That was horrible, you know.
Because they took away so much and that was actually very awful.”

11 months

Mother: “It was terrible, after the resuscitation his ribs were broken. He looked black. It was
awful, really awful.”

8 months

Mother: “I was there when they drilled with a ‘Black and Decker’ machine into his legs to get
the medication in, because he no longer had blood circulation. I had always promised him:
everything you have to undergo, we will do together. I will be there. And I’ve kept my word,
though it wasn’t really human to be present there.”

7 months

Father: “I will never forget in the hospital when we saw her again: it wasn’t our E at all. She was
all wrapped up, with a turban, under her chin, wrapped up. I remember saying: ‘This is not the
way we are going to do it. The back of her head is damaged, not the rest of her. The bandage is
going off, we put on her own cap and we take our E. home.’”

8 months

Father: “The hard thing is, being a parent: seeing your child from a healthy child turned into a
child full of tubes and full of machineries…”

3 months

Mother: “Yes when you saw him in the end, his belly was so swollen, it was all shining. I asked:
‘Can it burst?’ Yes, she said, it could burst at a certain point. Because of all the fluid that it is so
tight. He was already filled up but it only got worse. Then I said: ‘You may go to grandfather’
(i.e.’die’).

10 months

Father: ”Her brother came a few times to the hospital. Once he came in and said: ‘Who is this?’
He didn’t recognize his own sister. She was so terribly swollen.”

One of the families donated their daughter’s body for organ transplantation. One of the
things that made a lasting impression on the mother, was that the body was warm when
they said their goodbyes to her and it was cold when they saw her again.

2. The importance of physical closeness.
It was important to the parents to get near to their child at all times. Yet this was not
always possible.
a. Physical separation. The child’s medical condition and technology prevented parents
of thirteen children to hold the child or provide the physical care they desired to give.
This was especially painful to the parents whose child was admitted to the PICU right
after birth. Four of these children never left the PICU until they died. The parents of three
of them explicitly said that for this reason they had not been able to form any kind of
parent-child relationship. They did not feel connected to their child. They held their child
close for the first time at the hour of death, which in one case was after four months. One
of these mothers had a breakdown after the birth of her next child and then realized that
she had never ‘received’ anything from her firstborn, as there had never been any real
contact. The fourth mother who did have the opportunity to hold her daughter skin to
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Table 3. Quotes on ‘Physical separation’
Child’s age

Quote

3.5 years

Mother: “He was also not responsive. If only you could talk to him, or he would blink his eye.
But there was nothing. No contact at all. If you want to hold him, you can only touch his finger.
Everywhere there are these stickers; I can’t touch anything, can’t pick him up. Not at all. We are
on the sideline.”

1 month

Father: ”In a certain way, he never really was our child, because you haven’t been able to do
normal things with him. You couldn’t hold him, you couldn’t tend to him. We had started with
baby-massage. Only once. Then he got worse again and didn’t like the touch anymore.”

1 month

Mother: “I wanted to, but could not hold him. It was such a contrast to the intense contact with
my daughter after her birth. But I couldn’t do that with him. Not at all. There just was never a
moment that holding was really possible, because of equipment. And that, looking back, is
quite a shame”

8 months

Mother: “I came to the ICU and there you see a large space full with machinery and equipment
and somewhere in between lies your baby. You have to search for your baby between all
machines.”

4 months

Mother: ”You were allowed to hold him. Then you held him for maybe five minutes a day. But he
was placed on a pillow on my lap because of the tubes and everything. You didn’t feel him! You
felt the pillow. You didn’t really have that contact. You could hold his hand, but it was not that
you really held him!”

skin a few times, said: “When I held her to my chest for the first time, my body started to
react! Then I thought: yes this is really my baby”.
ECMO-treatment, which was given to five of the 20 children, was remembered as exceptionally traumatic. In most cases they were lying on an elevated bed to advance venous
flow, which means that parents had to stand on their toes to see the child. In all cases the
child was swollen from edema due to the inevitable systematic inflammatory response
syndrome, could hardly if at all open the eyes, and could in most cases not bear physical
touch. An additional barrier was the physical condition of the mothers who had just had
cesarean delivery . They could not stand on their feet or sit on a high chair and could not
reach their child for a couple of days.
Table 3 shows some of the quotes on physical separation from the child.
b. Physical intimacy. Getting the opportunity to get physically close to their child was
of great significance to parents; holding the body close before, during and after the
child’s dying. One mother refused to leave the side of her three-month-old son in the
three weeks of admission to the PICU. She had promised him they would get through it
together and that she would not leave him. She slept in a chair by his side, until finally
the doctor arranged for a large bed, so she could sleep next to her son.
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Table 4. Quotes on ‘Physical intimacy’
Child’s age

Quote

13 years

Mother: “We really crept into the bed with her, to hold her.”

2 weeks

Mother: “We washed her ourselves and put on her clothes. It was wonderful. We finally had her
without tubes. Free..”

2 months

Father: “After his death we thought: now what? The nurse said ( this was just natural for her):
‘My, what would you like? Shall we bathe him nicely, put on nice clothes? What would you like?’
That was so nice, to have something to grasp hold of. So we indeed bathed him nicely. That sort
of things..”

11 months

Mother: “We all held him in our laps, when he had died. He was dead and we held him!”

3 months

Mother: “I wanted to bathe him myself. The children helped, they wanted to. They touched him
constantly. I let them get on with it: if you want to, then do it; if you don’t want it, you don’t
need to. But they just did. Until the last moment: just holding hands, yes. That I could do that
myself, that was nice.”

2 months

Mother (when her son’s dead body had to be transferred): “The nurse said: you may carry him if
you want. I said: May I? Then he won’t go back to his cot. All these weeks he had been laid up.
Now finally I can hold him again.”

13 years

After the child had died, her 16-year-old sister washed her, washed her hair… Father: “Yes, and
we helped. I brushed her teeth like I always used to do with the kids until a certain age and it
felt so good.”

8 months

Mother: “And I sit with my little man on my lap and the nurse comes: I think it is over. I say: No,
no way. He is still here. And next she listened ten times, and every time I shook my head: he
is still here. Then I had a strange feeling. Whether it was in my head, or that I really saw it, it
was a kind of light and it looked like hands… Then I said: It is over. And she came and said: My
condolences, he has died.”

9 months

Mother: “In the end he died quietly. On daddy’s lap. I said: He was born from my womb, he may
go from daddy’s lap..”

Physical intimacy was felt as a necessity. Especially when children were admitted after
trauma or sudden illness, the parents wanted to be at the bedside, getting as close as
possible. This urge to be physically close was most intense in the final moments, which
the quotes in Table 4 illustrate.
In many situations the nursing staff provided a large bed to enable the parents to lie
down with their child. In one case this was especially comforting to parents as their child
could not be touched or held, due to “the deterioration of muscles” as parents described
it. Lying next to her, being as close as possible, gave the parents a valuable memory of
having been there for their daughter, until the very end. The parents of adolescents had
also been encouraged to lie down in the bed holding their child.
All families but one washed the child’s body after death with the aid of the nurse. Some
parents were initially reluctant but were encouraged by staff or family members to do
so and all looked back with satisfaction upon this final act of parental care. Not only
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the actual holding and touching of the child was significant. They remembered all the
rituals surrounding the death of the child, which are part of the protocol of providing
end-of-life care for many years in our unit. Photographs, cast footprints, a lock of hair,
these were all physical mementos of the child. Some of the parents had collected tubes,
sticking plasters, bandages, a shoe with a drop of the child’s blood, the soap that was
used for the bathing after death, etc.
Stimulated by the hospital staff, most parents took their child home by car themselves,
which is allowed under Dutch Law. Some kept the body at home until the funeral, continuing the physical intimacy until the last moment.

DISCUSSION
Our study shows that physical contact with their dying child is a necessity for mothers
and fathers in the abnormal, alienating environment of a PICU. Physical care, holding,
kissing and touching are basic expressions of the parent-child relationship. Research in
neonatal care shows that touch and physical closeness, preferably in skin-to-skin contact with their parents, is important for the development of newborn babies (Bergman,
Linley, & Fawcus, 2004; Duhn, 2010). It helps them form secure attachments, which are a
psychobiological need to find safety and security in life (Mikulincer, 2008; Sullivan, Perry,
Sloan, Kleinhaus, & Burtchen, 2011). Physical contact is also crucial for the well-being of
parents in bonding to their child (Flacking et al., 2012).
The same is true in the parent-child relationship, when death is imminent: physical
contact helps parents to express the continuing bond with their child. Our results are
in line with findings from the work of McGraw and Meyer that in end-of-life care, it is
beneficial for parents to stay physically close to their dying child (McGraw et al., 2012;
Meyer et al., 2006). In the PICU setting bodily contact is not always possible. This is a
frustrating experience which remains impregnated in the memories of the parents even
after five years.
The impact of lack of proximity in end-of life situations is not always recognized. Research
into palliative care for children, exploring physical concerns, examines mostly pain and
symptom management (Himelstein, 2006; Polikoff & McCabe, 2013; van der Geest et al.,
2013). Parents have a different perspective on care than healthcare professionals, who
are usually trained to focus on the biomedical aspects of the body (Latour et al., 2011;
Mack et al., 2005; Miceli & Clark, 2005). Parents look at the body of their child from an
emotional, relational point of view.

Parental Physical Proximity in End-of-Life Care in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit

To the parents in this study, the body was the unique expression of their child’s individuality. They realized that bodily damage could be involved in the medical effort to save
the child and did not question the necessity of the actions. None of the parents doubted
the choices made by the doctors. But what still remained with them after 5 years was the
painful memory of the child’s unique physical appearance being damaged.
These findings seem to correlate with the renewed interest in the fields of health, medicine and psychology in the way patients view the body. As Shildrick and colleagues put
it: “The body is never merely an object but is the very condition of being a self at all.”
(Shildrick, McKeever, Abbey, Poole, & Ross, 2009). This also holds true for parents with
regard to their child’s body, in its manifestation of ‘self-ness’. This may explain why many
parents of a sick child in the PICU will put up a picture near the bedside of the child in
normal, happy conditions. As if to say: this is who he or she really is!
Even though medical staff may realize that parents need intense physical contact with
their child, they will of course give precedence to life-saving action. Yet it would be commendable if they would be willing to reconsider the necessity of intruding the body’s
integrity in some cases of end-of-life care. Gentle, careful touch of the sick body is highly
valued by parents. It would be worthwhile to stimulate awareness of these physical
aspects in educational palliative care programs aimed at PICU staff.
The cohesive finding emerging from this research is the positive evaluation of medical
and nursing staff’s efforts to support parents in the hour of the child’s death (Mourik et
al., 1994). The opportunity to get physically close to the child, for instance by sharing a
bed when holding the child in their arms was no longer possible, was very meaningful to parents and gratefully remembered. After the moment of death, all parents felt
at a loss as to what they were supposed to do next. Taken by the hand by the nurse,
invited to wash and dress the child unhurriedly was of great help to both the parents
and siblings. All parents described this aspect of saying goodbye to their child as very
valuable, and some even in terms of evoking a sense of “happiness”. It helped them to
connect to their child, which was of significance in their further grieving process. Not
all continuous connections or bonds are helpful in the grieving process. Field showed
that the relation between continuous bonds and adaptation to grief is complex (Field,
2008). Whether continuous bonds help to adjust to the loss depends on individual differences and for instance the way attachments bonds were formed (Field, 2008; Stroebe,
Schut, & Boerner, 2010). Yet, both our research and literature show that the experience
of a continuous bond with the deceased child is at least meaningful to grieving parents
(Barrera et al., 2009; McGraw et al., 2012; Meert, Thurston, & Briller, 2005; Robinson, Thiel,
Backus, & Meyer, 2006; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004).
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The mementos they received from the hospital (such as lock of hair, footprint; but also
last used bandages) are direct references to the bodily reality of the child and had great
supportive value to them, in line with earlier studies (Aschenbrenner et al., 2012; Widger
& Picot, 2008).
A possible limitation of the study is that the participants were predominantly native
Dutch parents. We addressed parents of six children who had another nationality and
a different cultural background, but only one mother responded and participated. The
significance of physical aspects of palliative care could be different for parents from
other cultural backgrounds and be influenced by religion. It would be desirable for future research within the field of end-of-life care to focus on the specific needs of parents
from different cultural and religious backgrounds. Another limitation of the study is
that the interviews were held in Dutch and then translated into English. This process of
translation could have caused potential loss of nuanced meaning.
Strength of the study is that it shows what still remains fixed in the memories of grieving
parents concerning their experiences in the PICU, after considerable time has elapsed.
An additional strength is that the interviews were administered in person at their homes
instead of by telephone and that both fathers and mothers participated.

CONCLUSION
Integrity of the child’s body and physical closeness are significant features for parents
caring for their dying child. It helps them to create or strengthen the bond that may
continue after death. All parents valued the physical aspects of the care for their child at
the end of life. Awareness of nursing and medical staff for these concepts could improve
end-of-life care and the way it is remembered by parents.
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“Working as a nurse in the pediatric intensive care unit
can be very tough. One moment you are bottle-feeding a
child, the next you are supporting parents who are saying
goodbye to their dying child. When parents are deeply sad,
crying beside the bed, yes it affects you. But there are also
beautiful moments that motivate and keep you strong.
I once experienced a moment with a baby. The child looked
at me and it hit me ‘Yes, there is really a little person in
that bed!’! It was such a realization at that moment. Now,
when I say this, I still get goose pimples. The realization ‘oh
man, what am I doing here! This what it’s all about!’ That
look of that child and what that child brings out in you. So
wonderful. Yes, that is really great.“
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Support from health care professionals in a Pediatric Intensive Care Unit
(PICU) is highly valuable for parents of dying children. The way they care for the patients
and their families affects the parents’ initial mourning process. This study explores what
interaction with hospital staff is meaningful to parents in existential distress when their
child is dying in the PICU.
Design: Qualitative interview study.
Setting: Level 3 pediatric intensive care unit in the Erasmus University Medical CenterSophia Children’s Hospital, Rotterdam, and the Netherlands.
Subjects: Thirty-six parents of 20 children who had died in this unit 5 years previously.
Interventions: Parents participated in audio recorded interviews in their own homes.
The interviews were transcribed and analyzed using qualitative methods.
Measurements and main results: Parents’ narratives of their child’s end-of-life stage in
the PICU bespeak experiences of estrangement, emotional distancing and loneliness.
Significant moments shared with hospital staff that remained valuable even after five
years primarily involved personal connectedness, reflected in frequent informational
updates, personal commitment of professionals and interpersonal contact with doctors
and nurses.
Conclusions: Parents whose children died in the PICU value personal connectedness to
doctors and nurses when coping with existential distress. Medical and nursing training
programs should raise awareness of parents’ need for contact in all interactions, but
especially in times of crisis and apprehension.

The importance of parental connectedness

INTRODUCTION
When parents are confronted with the unthinkable, the death of their child, they experience an immense impact on their lives. If this takes place in the Pediatric Intensive Care
Unit (PICU), their mourning process starts right there. Compassionate care from health
care professionals for both the dying child and the family influences the perception of
parents of their stay in an Intensive Care Unit and mitigates the stress they experience
(Jones, Contro, & Koch, 2014). It also affects the bereavement process, as memories
of what happened in the PICU still comfort or distress them in the subsequent years
(Meert, Briller, Schim, Thurston, & Kabel, 2009; Snaman, Kaye, Torres, Gibson, & Baker,
2016; Truog, Meyer, & Burns, 2006).
Different studies from (mostly) the United States have investigated the needs of parents
who lost their child in the PICU and their priorities and recommendations for end-of-life
care (Meert et al., 2009; Meyer, Ritholz, Burns, & Truog, 2006). These studies made use
of questionnaires with open-ended questions (Meyer et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2001), focus
groups (Meert et al., 2009; Snaman, Kaye, et al., 2016; Snaman, Torres, et al., 2016), telephone interviews (McGraw et al., 2012; Meert et al., 2008) and face-to-face interviews in
the hospital (Meert et al., 2009). The time elapsed after the child’s death varied between
studies and the majority of participating parents were mothers. Through questions
and prompts parents were invited to present their own perspective on the events. The
results of these studies indicated that parents valued honest and complete information,
good communication and empathic contacts with staff (Meert et al., 2009; Meert et al.,
2008; Meyer et al., 2006; Polikoff & McCabe, 2013; Snaman, Kaye, et al., 2016; Snaman,
Torres, et al., 2016). Parents not only have cognitive needs (to know and understand) but
also affective needs (to feel known and understood) (Levetown & American Academy
of Pediatrics Committee on, 2008). Building a relationship between family and staff was
found important (Carnevale et al., 2016; Snaman, Torres, et al., 2016).
Yet, it is not clear how health care professionals can help relieve parents’ existential suffering when facing their child’s death. Existential suffering or distress is hard to define,
but the confrontation with the end of life, of existence, is associated with feelings of
hopelessness, the shattering of meaning, fundamental loneliness and disruption of
personal identity (Boston, Bruce, & Schreiber, 2011; Sand & Strang, 2006). Existential
suffering means ‘being shaken to the core’ and experiencing ‘groundlessness’ (Bruce,
Schreiber, Petrovskaya, & Boston, 2011). These issues are also at stake when a child
dies (Melin-Johansson, Axelsson, Jonsson Grundberg, & Hallqvist, 2014). To learn about
parents’ existential distress and what was important to them, we invited a number of
parents whose child had died in our PICU to an interview. We visited them in their home
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environment to hear their personal narrative of happenings in the PICU. In their homes
their child was present through photographs and mementoes. In the story they tell, parents in their own words express their concerns and the things that remain of value and
significance to them, which is an important aspect of the mourning process (Keesee,
Currier, & Neimeyer, 2008; Lichtenthal, 2010; Rosenblatt, 2000; Wheeler, 2001). Using
qualitative analysis we examined how their natural narrative incorporated existential
issues and what experiences with medical and nursing staff were meaningful.
This study is part of a larger (PhD) research project exploring meaningful experiences of
parents whose child died in the PICU. We already published an article on the parental
need for physical proximity to their child in End-of-Life care (Falkenburg et al., 2016). The
aim of the present study was to learn what interactions of grieving parents with medical and nursing staff remain meaningful on the long term when facing the existential
distress of their child’s death in the PICU.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design
To identify features of meaning and significance, we applied a qualitative research
design with in-depth interviews. We contacted parents five years after the death of their
son or daughter to understand what experiences are so branded on their minds that
they still have meaning.

Setting
The setting for this study was the 34-bed multidisciplinary tertiary care PICU of the
Erasmus MC-Sophia Children’s Hospital, Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Interviews were
conducted in 2013 and 2014 in the parents’ home environment.

Participants
In the years 2008 and 2009, 92 children had died in the PICU. Parents of thirty-eight children were selected using a random number generator. Random selection was chosen
because the interviewer worked in the department and we wanted to make sure that the
selection of parents was not based on any kind of foreknowledge. Parents were invited
by letter to be interviewed about their experiences in the PICU. The letter explained
that they need not respond if they did not wish to participate and then would not be
contacted again. Of the 38 invitations that were sent, six letters came back unopened,
due to change of address. Twenty of the remaining thirty-two invitations were accepted
(response rate 62.5 %). We approached the families one after the other and found after
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these twenty interviews that we need not include more respondents as data saturation
was reached. The decision to be interviewed individually or as a couple was left to the
parents themselves.
The study was approved by the Erasmus MC medical ethical review board (No. 2011436). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Interviews
All interviews were held at the homes of the families and lasted between 1 and 2 hours.
The parents started the narrative in response to the main question: “Tell me about your
child and what happened to him/her”. The interviewer (JLF) followed the flow of the
narrative and incorporated follow-up questions such as “Could you tell more about what
happened to you at that moment” and probes such as “Please explain why you felt at a
loss” to encourage parental sharing and to get a better picture of the parents’ intentions
and feelings (Rubin, 2005). The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim.
The interviews were held in Dutch.

Data analysis
The anonymized transcripts were analyzed by the interviewer (JLF) and a second investigator (MvD) independently, using Atlas-Ti 7.0 for coding and selection of themes.
Any discrepancies between the coders were resolved through discussion until consensus was reached. In the first phase of coding, we looked at meaningful experiences in
general and were struck by parents’ feelings of estrangement and loneliness. We then
investigated what had been meaningful to them in that situation. We discerned two
major themes. First, parents needed to maintain connection with their child throughout
the PICU admission, which we described elsewhere (Falkenburg et al., 2016). The other
meaningful theme was the value of being connected to both doctors and nurses, which
is the topic of the current study. Contacts with psychosocial professionals and chaplains
were occasionally mentioned, but the parents focused primarily on their relationships
with physicians and nurses. We then analyzed the data set with a focus on interactions
with PICU staff that conveyed meaning, both positive and negative. From the narratives
we identified the dimensions ‘information’, ‘non-verbal acts, behavior’, and ‘personal
contact’ and identified the importance of ‘continuous updates’ in the dimension of information provision, of ‘personal commitment in professionality’ with respect to acts and
behavior, and of both ‘empathic support’ and ‘interpersonal contact’ within personal
contact (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Dimensions related to connectedness derived from the interviews with parents

Table1 Patient characteristics (N=20).
Variables
Age group
Newborns
One month -1 year
>1 year to 6 year
>6 years to 14 year
Sex
Boy
Girls
Diagnosis
Complex cardiac anomaly
Respiratory insufficiency
Congenital diaphragmatic hernia
Trauma
Neuromuscular disease
Metabolic disorder
Arteriovenous malformation
Oncological
ECMO treatment

N (%)
2
11
3
4
13 (65.0)
7 (35.0)
8
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
5 (25.0)

LOS hospital last admission in days
Median (IQR)

19 (3 to 34)

LOS ICU last admission in days
Median (IQR)

12 (3 to 31)

Abbreviations: ECMO=extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, LOS=length of stay, IQR=interquartile range
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Relevant quotes related to these themes were selected and translated into English by an
independent translator. If parents conveyed similar notions, the quote which expressed
the issue at stake most explicitly was selected. In the text, each child is given a number
(N) to differentiate them

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Sixteen couples, and three mothers and one father individually participated. Parents
were native Dutch, except for one mother who originally came from Pakistan. The children’s age at the time of death varied from 2 weeks to 14 years. Length of stay in the
PICU varied from 2 hours to over 5 months. Characteristics of the children are listed in
Table 1.

Background: Impact of admission to the PICU
A striking element in the narratives was a feeling of alienation, estrangement from the
events in the ward. One mother said: “It is as if you’re standing beside, outside of yourself.
You are conscious of things happening and yet you’re standing beside it” (N15). Others described it as: standing at the side line, at a distance (N11). A father said: “I strongly felt like
watching from a distance. I still do. It is as if you’re watching yourself, standing in a corner.”
(N2). These parents described it as a general feeling that remained during admission. In
other narratives the feeling of disorientation was momentary. A mother who witnessed
her son’s resuscitation, said: “I entered into a kind of shock, I was there, and yet, it was as if
I was pulled up ”(N10). Parents of children admitted after a trauma said it felt as if they
were in a haze (N5), or daze (N3). A mother witnessing her son’s collapse felt ‘like a zombie’ (N2). Also the high-tech environment of the ICU and not knowing what was going
to happen, made an overwhelming impression on some parents. It made them feel “a
sort of plaything in a gigantic storm and you have no idea when it will end” (N11, father).
N5: “ For you have to imagine: We never ‘come’ to the hospital. In any case, not
before. But the light is somewhat dimmed, all the time you hear bleeps; your
child is on 45 monitors. But next to it lies another child on 45 monitors. So it is
rather an impressive scene, let’s say. Well….What is doing what and why are
we doing it, huh?”
Several fathers explained how they felt at a loss in the situation, having no control, being
unable to interpret information and having no idea what to do (N1, N2, N11, N14).
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Three mothers described the hours surrounding the delivery of their child, who was
prenatally diagnosed with a life-threatening congenital anomaly as the loneliest in their
lives (N11, N14, N18). Their child was taken to the Intensive Care right after birth. The
same mothers found it hard to connect to their child and never felt like being the mother.
N14: “But then you are actually labelled as the parent. Sure, you have a very
important role, but it doesn’t feel like that. Because everybody is saying: You
are the mother. But still… And then you start doubting yourself, like is something wrong with me then?... For in the beginning you feel like, let’s say, I am a
perverted mother because I don’t have that feeling, which I should have. And
everybody: you are the mother!”
N11: “So I was all the time between a kind of push and pull movement. Yeah,
I happen to be the mother, they said every time in the unit. Then I thought:
Ah yes, but what then… If your child happens to lie at that machine and I
happen to be the mother. Well, what am I to do?”
To be able to connect to the situation, all parents had needed help from health care
professionals in different dimensions of contact and support.

Information: the meaning of updates and contact
For these parents to comprehend what was happening to their child, honest information was crucial. As long as doctors clearly explained what they thought and were about
to do, parents could understand and interpret the situation, even if it hurt to hear “It’s
not going well” (N20). Looking back, it helped them to make sense of the child’s death,
which gave ‘peace’ or ‘rest’ (N8). Most parents were satisfied with the frequency in which
they were given information. But to some parents being regularly informed of the medical situation was by no means sufficient. Especially in times of crisis parents had wished
to know right at that moment what was happening.
N2: “ Then a whole bunch of people came in, and actually the only thing said
was: he must be put on the ventilator.. Oh yes. And you’re standing next to it,
literally. In the corner. Enters a whole team. At that moment, if only someone
would take the lead and tell: ‘this we are going to do, because….’”
Several parents had wanted to ‘be taken by the hand’ (N2, N14), to be kept informed step
by step, ‘to become part of what is happening’ (N2). Other parents explained that when
there was no new information on the child’s condition, they still wanted some form of
contact with doctors.. This is illustrated by a father expressing his dissatisfaction with a
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doctor who said he would only contact them if there was news on their son’s condition.
On the other hand the father was grateful for this doctor’s colleague, who kept explaining what the medical staff was doing and said parents could always reach him: “Here is
my card, you want to call, you have a question? Call me! It doesn’t matter when” (N5).
Parents of children with a long admission said they sometimes had the feeling they were
‘forgotten’, because their child’s medical situation remained unchanged and thus apparently did not warrant communication (N15, N18).

Non-verbal acts and gestures: meaning of personal commitment of
professionals
In the midst of uncertainties several parents perceived a professional urgency in doctors.
Some of the parents had nicknames for their doctors, referring to how they acted professionally. ‘Dr. House’, for example, was always looking for new unconventional solutions to
medical problems (N13). ‘Dr. Handyman’ always came up with ‘new creative ideas’ (N11).
Their relentless efforts conveyed the message that ‘They didn’t give up on him’ (N13). An
unconventional way of dressing sometimes in times of crisis made a similar impression.
A doctor on night duty, who came in pajamas to support a colleague, unconsciously
communicated: “I put everything aside to save his life” (N7). This combination of professional skills with personal interest made a deep impression (N10).
On the other hand, a doctor not showing up when parents had urgently asked for him in
a crisis situation brought a lot of stress and made the parents feel they had to stay with
their daughter day and night. They did not feel safe anymore (N19). Besides, the nurses
who said they would come to the funeral but did not show up are painfully remembered,
too (N6).

Personal contact: Meaning of empathic support and interpersonal
contact
1. Empathic support. Several parents mentioned they were being well cared for by the
hospital team. This helped them cope with the situation. Food was often provided in
times of crisis, a bed when a mother did not want to leave her son at all (N6). Many
narratives reflect feelings of gratitude for the way they were supported at the moment
of death, and until they left the hospital.
N1: “Pretty much anything is possible. They also ask you: ‘What would you
like? Want to eat something?’ That is something we found very positive. It
stops there (for your child), but you are being seen there. This is why we actu-
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ally don’t find it difficult (to come to the hospital). Because we felt understood
there.”
The doctor who came to sit with the parents in the evening ‘in his shirt-sleeves’, was
well-remembered for his show of care (N12).
On the other hand: a doctor who failed to make contact when parents entered the unit
after having heard their child had already died appeared indifferent.
N10. “What was so peculiar, and these are things that are particularly stuck
in my mind: that you enter, you know the reason why you come in, and this
doctor was still behind the staff counter and he was just busy with colleagues.
To discuss some things. And we are standing by our child, and instead… Then
I had to go and ask, ‘please can we have the curtain around us for a moment
to just… ‘ And: ‘oh yes of course.’ And that I found so bizarre that he did not
come to us, join us, absolutely nothing.”
It was also important that the child itself was seen as more than a patient. Parents
remembered that nurses talked to the child even when she was totally sedated and
explained softly what they were about to do. “‘Now I’m going to prick you’, they said to
her” (N12). Parents could tell that some nurses were conscious of the fact that it was a
baby, a child and not just a sick patient they cared for (N14). And several parents were
grateful that the nurses told them they liked to take care of their particular child (N19).
“And then the nurse said something like: ‘I was so happy I could take care of N” (N8).
2. Interpersonal contact. Most parents stressed the importance of interaction with hospital staff on a personal level. The memory of personal exchanges with (mostly) nurses was
still cherished after 5 years. They still remembered names of nurses, who was getting
married or soon leaving for a long trip, and they more than once had talked with nurses
about the heavy job load (N11, N13, N18, N19). In those situations any distance and
difference between them disappeared. Several parents mentioned it had helped them
to have normal conversations, “just having a chat” (N6, N8, N12).
Interpersonal contact occasionally was dearly missed. The parents of a child who had
been readmitted many times and had known their doctor for years, said they found it
difficult this doctor kept distance and did not want to be called by his first name. The
parents had felt they formed a team with the medical staff and felt rejected as partners
(N19).
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Personal interaction was also reflected in the sharing of emotions, like crying together.
Parents remembered the doctor’s tear that dropped onto their dying son (N8). Also
physical contact with doctors or nurses had been very comforting (N13).
One mother started her narrative with: “I embraced the doctor who led my son’s resuscitation.”
N10.”So you then see people who are doctors but also humans. Because you
have to deliver a peak performance… You could see those emotions from
their eyes. And you could see emotional release when everything was under
control again. You just could tell from the body, you heard it, you felt it, you
smelled it. From all these nurses who were standing there but also for example
from the doctor as professional, who had to do her job. And I still remember
that I asked her: ‘Can I just hug you?’ I had to let it go. Says she: ‘of course’.
And then we held each other for a moment and then moved apart. Because
something was bleeping again, she had to go somewhere else again.”
The caring attitude of physicians and nurses towards parents whose child was admitted for a long time made them feel at home. Doctors, but most of all nurses, were like
friends and family; some parents even felt the PICU staff understood them better than
did relatives and friends. With regard to the importance of connectedness to health care
professionals there was no difference between the experiences of parents dealing with
ECMO or resuscitation and parents who did not have that experience. Also, there were
no striking differences between the data generated from single parents compared to
the data from the couples.

DISCUSSION
The personal narratives of parents whose children died in our PICU testify to the value
of feeling connected to the doctors and nurses throughout their hardships. It was the
personal contact that helped them bear the feelings of alienation, solitude, despair, and
disconnectedness to their child. Some of these experiences of alienation are reminiscent
of the psychological process of dissociation.
Several articles on existential suffering make clear that loneliness, fundamental aloneness, is one of the basic existential challenges (Kissane, 2012; Sand & Strang, 2006). The
presence of others, a sense of being connected is therefore needed.(Boston et al., 2011)
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Our findings revealed this need for contact and connection in three aspects of pediatric
palliative care.
First, adequate information provision was highly significant. In line with other research,
honest and frequent information helped parents to understand what was happening
and to make sense of the outcome (Meyer et al., 2006). Our study adds that besides
medical technical information frequent contact is found indispensable, even when there
is no news about the child’s condition. In times of crisis, direct contact and immediate
information are crucial.
Second, the professionality of medical staff as seen in their actions and behavior is another way of showing connection. Doctors trying their utmost or doing unconventional
things communicate to parents that both their child and they themselves matter (Butler,
Hall, Willetts, & Copnell, 2015).
Third, personal contact with health care professionals was another significant feature
emerging from the narratives. The memory of caring interventions by nurses, the sharing of emotions and the personal interactions were still meaningful in their mourning
process after five years. The meaning that parents discern from these experiences is that
they and their child had been seen, acknowledged, and found worthwhile. Knowing
that you have been seen is an essential element of rebuilding the meaning of life when
a trauma shatters the fundamental assumptions of life (Janoff -Bulman, 1992). This is in
line with findings that grieving parents need significant others, helpers, and witnesses to
what happened (Barrera et al., 2009; Davis, Wortman, Lehman, & Silver, 2000; Rosenblatt,
2000). Medical and nursing staff can fulfill this role when the mourning process starts
when the child is still in the PICU (Butler et al., 2015; McGraw et al., 2012). In line with the
conclusion of the study of Sand and Strang on existential loneliness, our study confirms
that feelings of loneliness may decrease through empathic human encounters with care
providers and experiences of mutual togetherness (Sand & Strang, 2006).
Our findings are in accordance with current literature on parental needs in end-of-life
care, stressing the importance of relationship-centered care. Interpersonal sensitivity,
and experiencing a bond with staff members conveying emotions and concern, can help
families in their bereavement process (Meyer et al., 2006; Snaman, Kaye, et al., 2016).
Caregivers also benefit from the relationships as a source of comfort and affirmation of
their roles (Carnevale et al., 2016).
Mutuality and reciprocity are important in relational communication (Lee & Dupree,
2008). At the same time, it is important to realize that the individual relationships
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between members of medical and nursing staff and families could affect the team as
a whole. It is important that issues like the limits of personal contact and preserving
professional distance can be openly discussed. This includes each caregiver’s own way
of interacting with parents. Moreover, parents could be asked how they would prefer to
communicate and in which frequency.
For all parents, even those who stayed for just one or two days, having human contact
with the health professionals in a direct and concrete way had been essential. A simple
expression of this need is the meaning and importance of normal conversations. Coombs
and Meyer pointed out that everyday conversations are important for both professionals and families in intensive care (Coombs & Meyer, 2016). These will make it easier to
communicate in more complicated situations, such as “the bringing of bad news”.
We recommend our findings to be included in educational programs for both doctors
and nurses.
The first recommendation is addressing parents’ need to make contact with the professionals in all interactions; especially in times of crisis and apprehension. For instance,
in case of urgent medical invasive procedures or resuscitation with parents present,
one of the health care professionals could acknowledge the presence of parents with
a brief word of explanation, a touch or eye-contact to communicate they are aware of
the impact of events on parents. Practice guidelines and education would help clinicians in supporting parents who are present during complex invasive procedures, as
Curley et al showed (Curley et al., 2012). Second, in family conferences, doctors could
offer parents the opportunity to speak about their fears and hopes, their values and
beliefs. This would help to increase the parental contribution to the dialogue that is
often out of balance according to recent findings on communicative behavior of physicians and parents (de Vos et al., 2015; October et al., 2016). Third, practical training, such
as interdisciplinary simulation sessions including parents, would help create awareness
of parental existential needs and perspectives. Its value was also shown in Meyer’s
experiential training programs focusing on communication and relational learning for
clinicians (Meyer et al., 2009). These approaches give clinicians not only the opportunity
to practice challenging conversations, but also to practice and learn relationship skills
and interprofessional teamwork in a safe setting. Also in the daily practice in the wards,
it is important that health care professionals are aware of and response to the parental
need for connectedness and their preferences in being informed.
A limitation of our research is the predominance of native Dutch parents. We tried to
contact parents with a different cultural background, but they didn’t respond. As culture
and language may influence communication between hospital staff and parents from
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other cultural backgrounds, our findings may not reflect their experiences. The primary
interviewer had supported two of the randomly selected families during their stay in the
ward. This may in some way have influenced the interview process.
Another limitation is the single site of our data which limits generalization of the results.
The interviews were held in Dutch and the quotes cited in this paper were translated
into English, which might have caused loss of nuanced meaning. Strength of our research is that we analyzed parents’ personal narratives told in their own words in their
own homes. The home environment where the interviews were conducted may have
helped the parents to tell the story of their loss and loneliness.
Speaking to parents after a time lapse of five years shows what remains significant to
them in their mourning over time. Furthermore, the results reflect the experiences of
both mothers and fathers, which is exceptional in most studies on the subject.

CONCLUSION
Parents who lose a son or daughter on the PICU can face up to existential distress through
personal connectedness to doctors and nurses. Medical and nursing training programs
could raise awareness of parents’ need for contact in all interactions, but especially in
times of crisis and apprehension.
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Upon my entering the ward a neonatologist takes me aside.
He wants to share what had touched him deeply, only
recently:
A father of a premature baby that had just died in the
incubator, had asked him if he could take his son to the
window. When he heard he could, the father took his son
and held him up to the window pane in his hands, moving
the boy from side to side and said: “Look, this is the world”.
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ABSTRACT
Spiritual care is recognized as a relevant dimension of health care. In the context of
pediatric palliative end-of-life care, spirituality entails more than adhering to a spiritual
worldview or religion. Interviews with parents whose critically ill child died in the pediatric intensive care unit revealed features of a spirituality that is fragmentary and full of
contradictions. This type of spirituality, which we refer to as fragile, speaks of parents’
connectedness with the deceased child and the hope of some kind of reuniting after
one’s own death. Acknowledging that fragments of spirituality can be part of parents’
experiences in their child’s end-of-life stage can be a meaningful contribution to compassionate care.
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INTRODUCTION
Pediatrician, having learned about research on spirituality in the pediatric
ward: “How very interesting! Well actually, you know, spirituality doesn’t
appeal to me. However, what I have experienced …” And next followed an
extraordinary anecdote about a happening in his professional life that had
left him without an explanation.
This quote illustrates the ambivalent place of spirituality in (pediatric) health care in
a modern western society like the Netherlands. It reflects on the one hand interest in
spirituality, but on the other hand denial of personal affiliation to it. A personal unexplainable experience however can easily follow such denial.
The rejection of spirituality seems a legacy of the changed attitude towards faith, religion and spirituality in the second half of the 20st century. In a rapidly de-christianized
society like that of the Netherlands, religion and spirituality no longer seemed relevant.
The term spirituality was mostly associated with esoteric and new age movements (Van
de Geer & Leget, 2012). In health care, however, the rise of palliative care brought a new
interest in spirituality. In the World Health Organization (WHO) definition of palliative
care, spirituality has been recognized as a relevant dimension of care (World Health
Organization, 2018). International conferences have worked towards consensus on definitions of spirituality that best suit the medical context (Puchalski, Vitillo, Hull, & Reller,
2014). The International Consensus Conference of 2009 in the USA defined it as follows:
“Spirituality is the aspect of humanity that refers to the way individuals seek and express
meaning and purpose and the way they experience their connectedness to the moment,
to self, to others, to nature, and to the significant or sacred” (Puchalski et al., 2009). The
European Association for Palliative Care (EAPC) has adapted this definition by stressing
the dynamic character of spirituality, the role of the community and the importance of
experiences and transcendence (Nolan, Saltmarsh, & Leget, 2011). Spirituality, then, is
no longer confined to faith and religion. Its multidimensional character is reflected by
attention to existential challenges, value-based considerations and attitudes (what is
important to a person) and religious considerations and foundations (Nolan et al., 2011).
It has also become evident that spiritual care is no longer the exclusive area of chaplaincy. Spiritual care is multidisciplinary care, with a role for doctors and nurses as well,
and is considered a component of relationship-centered compassionate care (Puchalski et al., 2014). As spirituality becomes an integral part of the medical structure, it is
important to help caregivers identify spiritual themes and needs. Diagnostic models
have been developed to give insight in the spiritual dimension of health care in clinical
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practice, and to help caregivers respond to patients’ spiritual needs and desires (Cobb,
Dowrick, & Lloyd-Williams, 2012; Körver, 2013; Kruizinga et al., 2017; van de Geer et al.,
2017). Nevertheless, the possibility that spirituality might also involve an unconscious
process of connectedness, is hardly considered. It is taken for granted that “spirituality
is expressed through beliefs, values, traditions and practices” (Puchalski et al., 2014). Yet,
in a secular society like the Netherlands, spiritual meaning-making is often an implicit
rather than explicit affair. In our pluralist world belief and unbelief are interconnected in
many ways (Taylor, 2007).
Spirituality can acquire meaning in the confrontation with contingent life experiences –
those that happen out of the blue and shake us to the core (Kruizinga, 2017). Attributing
meaning and experiencing connections to what transcends our natural (tangible) world
can be a natural response to the impact of life-changing events. To learn how people
deal with existential and possible spiritual issues today, we should listen to their stories,
and note the way in which they describe and give meaning to traumatic events. The
narrative approach makes it possible to reflect upon the subjective understanding of
different dimensions of empirical life (Ganzevoort, 2011).
The present research on existential and spiritual issues in health care relates to the
experiences of parents whose critically ill child died in a pediatric intensive care unit
(PICU). Life-threatening ailments and possible nearness of the child’s death evoke existential questions of life and death that may touch upon spiritual aspects of life. Faith and
spirituality can help parents when their child’s end of life is near (Hexem, Mollen, Carroll,
Lanctot, & Feudtner, 2011; Knapp et al., 2011; Rosenbaum, Smith, & Zollfrank, 2011).
Spirituality has been found a considerable factor in the mourning process of grieving
parents (Talbot, 2002). Spirituality in end-of-life care becomes explicit in expressions of
faith, such as prayers and rituals and contact with clergy. Research among parents whose
child died in the PICU has shown that maintaining connection to the child proved essential (Meert, Thurston, & Briller, 2005) and that the transcendent quality of the parentchild relationship endures beyond death (Robinson, Thiel, Backus, & Meyer, 2006). These
findings refer mostly to the USA, where almost 90% of the population believe in God or
a higher power (Houskamp, Fisher, & Stuber, 2004). Still, we encounter manifestations of
lasting connections to the dead child also in the Netherlands, where faith and religion
no longer have a prominent place in the lives of most citizens (van der Geest et al., 2015).
In a previous study, we investigated how after-death communication affected the search
for meaning of parents who lost their child to cancer (Ganzevoort & Falkenburg, 2012).
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The aim of our present research was to learn more – again from the stories of bereaved
parents – about the specific features and function of the spirituality that is part of the
confrontation with death. Our point of departure is the existential dimension of life that
becomes manifest in the exposure to death, grief and loss.
We investigated whether the often sudden and traumatic confrontation with life’s
finitude evoked experiences that transcend the perception of a rational-empirical world
and whether such experiences refer to another ontological realm or are to be understood
metaphorically. At the end of this article we turn to the concrete world of medicine, to
consider the relevance of our research findings for end-of-life care and caregivers.

METHODS
Our research project consisted of a qualitative interview study with 36 parents of 20
children who had died some five years earlier in the 34-bed multidisciplinary tertiary
care PICU of the Erasmus MC-Sophia Children’s Hospital, Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
We contacted parents 5 years after the death of their child to understand what experiences were so meaningful that they remained branded in their minds even after such
a lapse of time. The choice for five years was related to the idea that we wanted them
to be more distanced to the raw grief of the first few years and to have found some
balance in their lives again while still connected to what had happened to their child
in the intensive care. Our intention was to learn how these parents look back upon that
period in their life and how their memories affect their present emotions.
In view of the delicate topic, we considered it best to interview the parents at home,
rather than by telephone. Face-to-face interviews give the narrator the opportunity to
tell the story with little interference of the interviewer. We could pace the interview to
the parents’ situation and pay attention to nonverbal signs of discomfort or distress.
They sometimes needed time to overcome emotions; we could look at significant photographs or mementoes they wanted to show and give them our full and undivided attention. The interviewer followed the flow of the narrative upon the parents’ response to
the opening question: “What happened to your child?” The interview was unstructured,
but if key issues did not come up spontaneously, the interviewer asked questions like:
“Do you still feel connected to your child in some way?”; “Do you live with the idea that your
child is still somewhere?”; and “Has your vision on life and death changed by all you have
experienced?”.
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Parents were selected randomly. The interviewer(JLF) is a health care chaplain in the
department and we wanted to ascertain that the selection was not biased by her
foreknowledge of the participants. We excluded those parents who were thought to
be mentally or physically too unstable to again be confronted with their traumatic stay
at the hospital or when there were language barriers. Patients were assigned a random
number (1 to 85 eligible patients) from a random table generator from internet to select
numbers to be given an invitation to participate. 38 children were thus selected and
their parents approached. Twenty invitations were accepted. After these 20 interviews
data saturation had been reached. It turned out that the interviewer knew the parents of
three of the selected children from the time their child had been admitted to the PICU.
The interviews were held in Dutch. The anonymized transcripts of the interviews were
analyzed using Atlas-Ti 7.0 for the coding and selection of themes.
Further details on design, setting, participants and data analysis have been published
previously (Falkenburg et al., 2016; Falkenburg, Tibboel, Ganzevoort, Gischler, & van Dijk,
2018). The presented quotes in this article were translated into English by an independent translator. The numbers (N) attached to the quotes represent the different children.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics.
Sixteen couples, and three mothers and one father individually, participated. All but one
were native Dutch; the exceptional case was a mother of Pakistan origin. The children’s
age at the time of death varied from 2 weeks to 14 years. Length of stay in the PICU
varied from 2 hours to over 5 months. Four children had been hospitalized from birth
until death. Some of the mothers never held the baby until the moment he or she died.

Background
All narratives made clear that the child’s death had made an inexpressible impact on the
parents’ lives. Even after five years they thought about their child every day and still felt
grief, pain and longing.

Parental interpretations of the child’s condition in the PICU
Feelings of pain and desolation originated during the child’s PICU stay, when they had
been confronted with the child’s imminent death. The narratives of parents’ experiences
showed a palette of different, sometimes simultaneous reactions to events revealing
how they interpreted the happenings on a different level from the harsh reality of the
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child’s medical condition. For instance, parents had highly appreciated being told the
truth about their child’s condition. Many, however, at the same time had maintained
hope of cure. One of the mothers described how she was convinced until the very end
that her son would survive. “Until the moment they said: ‘We will stop treatment’, I still
thought: no way, it will turn out right. A miracle will happen and he’ll survive”(N6). This
was what many parents described: How they kept hope until the very last moment, even
though they knew exactly what the medical prognosis was.
Many parents felt they were in touch with their son or daughter in the final hours, even
when the child was deeply sedated or suffered severe brain damage. Parents could
somehow ‘read’ their child, even when apparently no communication seemed possible.
Internally they interacted with their child, were aware of his or her needs, made promises
to fight side by side, knew when their child was still fighting, but also felt when the moment had come for the child to let go. Many parents had the impression that it was the
child who decided ‘it was time to go’. It was not the withdrawal of the respiratory support
that ended the child’s life, but he or she ‘chose’ to go before machines were switched off.
For them it signified that their child steered the process, which was very important to
parents. Another highly significant feature of life’s ending was the final physical contact.
Even when the child’s brain was so heavily damaged that caregivers said no contact was
possible, parents were convinced the child ‘said goodbye’ to them; mostly through eye
contact. The meaning the parents found in these experiences was that the child had
accepted the outcome, death. The child had made the choice; the child was ready to die.
Other descriptions of experiences in the PICU were contradictory. The mother who
gave birth to a son known to have a life-threatening congenital anomaly, described the
childbirth as the moment of farewell. To many parents the moment of death was terrible
and beautiful at the same time.

Spiritual features of connectedness: transcending ordinary events
Expressions of this connectedness were largely in line with our previous research project (Ganzevoort & Falkenburg, 2012). Parents gave transcendent meaning to ordinary
events. Their experiences involved sensations like cold, smells, sounds, sights, and symbols like birds and butterflies, flickering lights and music. Examples are given in Table
1. These events, which are commonly encountered in daily life, were not coincidental
to the parents. They occurred at emotionally difficult times and were ascribed deeper
meaning, referring to the child that had died. These sensations were too ordinary to be
labelled as paranormal or supernatural or of a numinous kind. Yet they were certainly
transcending a rational interpretation of these happenings. Many parents did not share
these experiences with family or friends, as they had received negative reactions like
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Table 1 Examples of spiritual connections between parents and their children
Child’s decision

N1 Son died in operation room:
Mother: “I am actually at peace with that. That he doesn’t have to wait to die until I’m
there. That’s not necessary for me. He just chooses his moment. We ourselves are like: he
had already chosen that moment himself. In advance.”

Peri-death contact

N16 Father: “The most wonderful thing I found was the day of death. That we would stop
the ventilation. Then she was still looking at us with big eyes... She looked at us both
again, closed her eyes and just like: ‘Dad, Mom, I’m ready for it’. Really.”

Still near

Question: “Do you still feel connected to him/her”
N6:Mother: “Yes, yes. I do have the feeling the idea of, well, that he is just with me. It is not
at all that I’m into the spiritual world and so on, but simply the feeling.”
Question: “Do you live with the idea that she still is somewhere?”
N4 Mother: “Yes, around us. Yes. Yes.”
Father: “Yes, you feel that very strongly, don’t you?”
M: “She is around us, and there at the cemetery, can be everywhere at the same time.”
N19 Mother: “Yes, she is just/simply here. And it is not like I see her, but it feels like that.”

Senses

N13 Mother: “Everywhere you look, you feel him, sometimes you smell his odor pass by
and sometimes you feel suddenly his hand going through your face when you have a
hard time. And then you just know, he is there.”

Toys making
spontaneous
sounds

N3 Father: “And we have experienced more. Music from toys that are constantly going
off. Then you think: somewhere a button is stuck, but when it does nothing for two hours
and then suddenly starts playing again, and then again not and then again starts... Such
things just happen...”

Flickering lights

N4 Mother: “And also again while on holiday: the ceiling lamp went on and off, on and
off...I said: ‘Ivette has come along! Yes, yes.”
N8 Mother: “In the beginning it was mainly the light, the light he was playing with. We
really say: he was playing with that. Because then it was switched on/off. Or you were
talking about something, and he disagreed.”
Father: “Then something fell..”
Mother: “Something fell, or that light”.
Father: “It can be coincidence. But it happened so regularly that I thought: no, that’s not
possible.”

Music

N13. Mother “When things don’t go well with mums, she gets music again via the radio.
All very appropriate lyrics that exactly fit the situation
And at a certain point also that music, it just said as it where: ‘what are you doing? It
seemed as if you were being talked to”

Symbols

N16 Mother ( talking about seeing a butterfly): “But then I had something like it was a
sign: you just let me know that you’re there.”
N17 Mother: “We actually from the moment Jimmy passed away that whole winter, it was
a very harsh winter, we had those whole winter ladybirds in our house and at the moment
that you felt down or so or that you really thought of him, then one came out again.”

Interventions

N1: Mother: “As if he says: I’m still there. Yes. But I do experience it myself: that he is always
with me. And also with certain things that he kind of sends me , helps or ... yes, I do notice
that.”
N16 Mother: “Because there was a good chance that I was pregnant again with a sick
child of course. So. Then I had something like, she must have somehow made sure that
Jens is healthy..”.

Premonition

(N9) Shortly before her sudden death a daughter had drawn a black heart in her agenda
on the day she was to die and had crossed out her name, symbolizing unmistakingly to
parents some subconscious preknowledge.
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“you need a psychiatrist” (N8). They carefully chose whom to talk to about these special
moments; often persons with similar loss and experience (N1,N3).
In essence, these moments signified that the relationship still existed. The child was still
part of and sometimes present in the parents’ lives. To some parents it was as if the
child was literally ‘there’; to others, these sensations were more indirect references to
the child.

Belief in a transcendent world?
To learn how the parents understood such connection, we explicitly asked whether they
believed their son or daughter was still at some place and not just ‘around’. Most of them
said they did not know. Others replied hesitantly. It was clearly easier to answer that the
child was ‘here’, rather than (maybe) at some place. Some (N1) said: “I hope in heaven”.
One couple (N16) said they did not believe their son was somewhere, but did attribute
special signs and signals to their son. A mother (N11) said (searchingly): “Maybe, with
family?” From the narrative of a few of the parents emerged a spatial notion of some
realm, like that of the Islamic mother who believed that her son was in paradise. Yet,
belief in something like heaven was not conditional for the spiritual connectedness. The
space where the child was ’found’ was primarily ’around me’. The presence of the child
was expressed in terms of a relational connection, to which the indication of a possible
spatial reality was subordinate.

Receptiveness
Experiences that surpassed the logical immanent meaning of events were not consciously sought for but encountered in daily life. The signs and signals that parents
connected to the deceased son or daughter were interpreted as initiatives of the child
to interfere with the parents.
The transcending momentum was felt to come from the outside, but included movement from the inside out, as meaning was attributed to these events surpassing the
boundaries of life (Ganzevoort, 2006). Our findings suggest that receptiveness is an
important condition in this spirituality, as mentioned in other research in which the
concept of receptivity is even considered to be decisive for spirituality (Walton, 2013).
Some parents, however, experienced these connecting features ‘despite themselves’.
They said they were not open to spirituality, yet mentioned strange happenings. One
of the couples explicitly rejected a transcendent dimension of life but told humorously
that they had failed to scatter their son’s ashes at sea. Up to four times they had arranged
to go out on a boat, but every time a storm prevented setting sail. Father: “Then you think
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somehow: he does it again”. Mother: “Yes, that is typically R”. Father: “Yes, so that’s the joke
now. Every time we want to do something with the ashes, we look outside: ‘O no, there’s a
wind blowing, so...” (N14). After five years the ashes were still at home.

Ambivalence
As we have seen so far, ambivalence is manifest in different aspects of parental confrontation with the loss. In our previous research (Ganzevoort & Falkenburg, 2012), the
notion of ambivalence was encountered in the attribution of meaning; now we noted it
again in the parents’ interpretation of spiritual events. Though parents experienced connectedness to the deceased child, many of them at the same time conveyed doubts and
reservations. Most parents put these experiences in perspective by voicing ‘common
sense’ (N3, N6). They said not to believe in heaven, or spirituality, or God, or mediums (but
visited them all the same). They had doubts about the rationality of the ‘non-accidental’
happenings of contact and at the same time, they cherished them. They did not seek for
a meaningful frame to give meaning to the loss or the experiences of connectedness.
In fact, most parents said ‘no’ to a belief or coherent story. And yet, after denying the
logic of their experience they virtually let it follow by: “And yet…”. Although parents
valued logic and rational thought, they also embraced its opposite: the unexplainable.
Unexplainable experiences and cognitive reservations went effortlessly together in the
personal narratives. Parents did not try to find explanations for these contradictions; they
moved between the cognitive and affective, between transcendence and immanence,
between the ontological and metaphorical and between presence and absence. The
”Yes he is here with me” and the ”No I don’t know if he is somewhere” was not perceived
as conflicting.
Ambivalence was also found in the narratives of parents who had a religious background
but said that faith was no longer meaningful (N4,N6,N11,N19). God was mentioned as
representing a religious truth, to which many parents referred to in terms of doubt
and anger. Yet, at the same time affective attributions to God were not completely
absent. One could be deeply touched by a picture of Maria, or of Christ on the cross.
Other parents made use of grandparents’ or friends’ religious or spiritual interpretation
of events without making it their own. Two couples (N10,N17) were comforted by family
members’ views on life (Rosicrucian and Buddhist, respectively). These parents explicitly
said that they did not feel the urge to subscribe to these views; they just ‘borrowed’ the
interpretation, but did not proclaim to it.
Parents also had a dual vision of life and death. The death of the child constituted a major
rupture, after which every aspect of life fundamentally changed (N2, N11). Death now
belonged to life. Yet, the lesson they learned from it is that they must live consciously
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(N11,N17,N19,) and intensely (N19). Death put many things into perspective (N14,
N15). Most remarkably, many parents insisted they had learned to enjoy life, the little
things, relationships. Personal contact, family and friends were most valuable, whereas
concerns about material things still (after five years) were dismissed as not important.

Vision on death
To many parents, their own death had initially been an attractive alternative to living
without the child. This perception had changed over time. After five years, they no longer longed for death. Yet they were sharply aware that death can appear at any moment.
“It can be over any time” (N2). Not all parents found it easy to define their own concept
of death. “If you ask me: ‘Do you believe in an afterlife?’ I would say on the one hand: ‘I don’t
have a clue’, but on the other hand I do think there is more” (N3). Most parents had lost all
fear of death. For many, death provided the opportunity of reuniting: “Every new day
is a day sooner with I.” (N9). ‘I am not afraid of death. I will go to my child’, is what many
parents said (N1, N3,N8, N9, N12, N13, N17).
One of the fathers who had no affiliation with spirituality declared: “I am still convinced
that we know so little about how it all works, all those dimensions and I don’t know what,
that it might well be like that, that what stops here, lives parallel elsewhere. We know so very
little, [...] in a physics sense we know so little. It might well be that what is material here lives
on elsewhere in another form. Not in the religious sense. At least I never had that feeling. But
it might well be that it lives on somewhere else; yes. I do believe so” (N2).
Not the existence of a place where the dead dwell, but the relational continuation in
death was what mattered for the majority of parents. In many narratives the child was
thought to be with family (mostly grandparents) (N1,N2,N5, N6, N9,N11, N15 ) or friends
(N19).
Parents of three children explicitly rejected the possibility to meet again (N10, N14, N20).
Yet one of these parents (N10) sighed: “I find it very, very bizarre that he knows how it is to
be dead”, thus hinting that there could still be some form of consciousness after death.

Affinity to spirituality and faith
We investigated if these parents explained their experiences in terms of spirituality or
faith. The words spirituality and spiritual were not often used, in contrast to “strange”,
“amazing”, (N16) “bizarre”(N3), “Well say it, make it up, I don’t know” (N8), “Things about
which you say: how is that possible” (N18). Some parents explicitly linked the experiences
to a form of transcendence. They referred to it with open phrases like ‘there is more’ or
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‘there is more between heaven and earth’, indicating awareness of deeper dimensions
in life.
The Christian and Islamic believers spoke not of spirituality but of their faith. Two of the
Christian couples did not speak of experiences of contact with their deceased child; they
rather ascribed signals as coming from God. One of the couples made clear that God had
placed meaningful events on their path that were not coincidental but came out of His
hand (N18). The other mother saw the appearance of a butterfly as a message from God
(N12). Both said that God sent people to help them in difficult situations.

Other connections
Mention was also made of special experiences not directly linked to the child but to
some form of spiritual dimension. One parent couple (N 10) did not feel contact with
their son, but told of special energies, of a different relationship with nature and life itself.
The mother had felt “lifted up” several times. The father felt connected to the “memory of
water.” A very religious father had also experienced new depths in life itself (N18).

DISCUSSION
The interviews with parents whose critically ill child had died in our PICU five years
previously, brought out special moments of connectedness to their child that transcend rational, empirical facts of life and belong to the spiritual domain. Through signs
and signals they sometimes felt connectedness with God, but in most cases with the
deceased child itself. People who do not necessarily adhere to or seek for a spiritual
worldview – let alone use terms like ‘spiritual’ to describe their experiences – may still
foster a sense of spirituality. What emerged was a pattern of fragmentary moments of
experiencing contact. These moments signify a remaining connection to the deceased
child. We define this fragmentary-connectional spirituality as ‘fragile spirituality’ as it is
encountered in people who are existentially affected by a major rupture in their lives. It
is full of contradictions and ambivalence and not incorporated in a coherent worldview.
The fragile character of this form of spirituality also manifests itself in being reluctant to
speak openly of these experiences. The intimate character of the connecting experiences
is protected against potentially negative reactions suggesting parents’ psychological
weakness. There is also a vagueness surrounding the interpretation of events. The fragile
spirituality we discovered does not depend on (prior) spiritual or religious affinity; the
transcending meaning of lasting connectedness suffices to parents.
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The parents described events that as such were not exceptional but interpreted them
as not being coincidental. These events were not paranormal or supernatural phenomena, as described in research in which religious experiences and manifestations were
associated with non-natural, preternatural events (Körver, 2013; Kwilecki, 2004). These
moments of perceived connectedness were considered extraordinary, but they did not
resemble the numinous experiences of the sacred (in a mysterium tremendum) as investigated by Rudolf Otto (Otto, 2012) or the transformative mystic religious experiences
described by William James (James, 2005).
We recognize the vagueness that Superdock and colleagues encountered when they
investigated the role of religion and spirituality in complex pediatric decision-making;
It appeared that the parents’ vagueness and contradictions helped them to bear the
anguish and uncertainty (Superdock, Barfield, Brandon, & Docherty, 2018). Parents’ expressions of religion and spirituality can present alternatives to a harsh reality, without
denying this reality.
From a psychological point of view, this type of spirituality shows similarity to Winnicott’s
description of a potential space between an individual’s inner life and his environment,
which originates in the gradual separation from the mother after birth (Winnicott, 1971).
In this process, the child uses transitional objects and phenomena in an intermediate
area to initiate the relationship between itself and the world. This “area of playing is not
inner psychic reality. It is outside the individual, but it is not the external world”, says
Winnicott (p. 51). This playing is linked to cultural experiences – and in our case: spiritual
experiences.
Similar to the early days of mother-child separation, transitional objects and phenomena can help to accept the paradox that objects can be both joined and separated.
Translating this to grieving parents, we can say that the transcending experiences of
connectedness are transitional as they help parents accept the separation, which also
gives hope for continuation of the relationship.
Thus, spiritual notions can create a ‘playing ground’ of conflicting notions and ideas in
which not rationality rules but possibilities of lasting contact jostle.

Significance
The moments of experiencing connectedness, however fragmentary, signify that the
experience of loss is not total and indefinite; an inkling of hope of contact remains – like
the hope of the child’s recovery in the PICU – even if it is unlikely, even to the parents
themselves.
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In the present study, the parent’s need for logic, consistency and coherence was not
dominant and often explicitly rejected. Few of the parents adjusted their (global) meaning system to the changed situation, although such adjustment may be important for
dealing with the loss (Park, 2010). The fragile spirituality we encountered was related
to not understanding on the one side, yet finding significance on the other side. This
significance was found in relational continuation; in other words, the deceased child was
still part of the parents’ life.

Function of this spirituality: creating perspectives
Even to people who do not declare themselves to be religious or spiritual, experiences
of connectedness create the possibility of perspective in their loss. There is a ‘beyond’. As
Ganzevoort put it: “It is not so much the conviction about a transcendent reality but the
entrustment to a transcendent possibility” (Ganzevoort, 2004). Spirituality is significant
in its capacity to open meaningful horizons. In the case of grieving parents in the present study, it transformed expectations of the continuation of life after death. Death is on
the one hand the final limit to life. Pain and longing due to a child’s absence are parents’
daily reality. On the other hand, death consists of a porous boundary that makes some
form of connection and relationship possible (Chidester, 2002). This transcendence
transforms the signature of death, in that it leaves open a future reuniting.

Caregivers’ role in the spiritual dimension
We return to the question how spirituality can be approached in health care. Chaplains
or spiritual caregivers are specialized in supporting people when they are confronted
with the depth of existential experiences and help them connect to the spiritual. In their
methodological approach the experience of connectedness is intrinsically explored
(Smit, 2015). But the spiritual dimension is also touched in the encounter with other
helpers like health care professionals, when patients (or their families) feel personally
noticed in what they endure (Weiher, 2014). Especially in aftercare, an important but
often disregarded part of palliative care, all caregivers could pay attention to spirituality
even though the spiritual dimension shows little structure and is often more implicit
than explicit.
Pediatric intensive care treats vulnerable children in a life-threatening situation, which
makes parents experience existential anguish. Understanding spirituality as an important life experience means to be open to the diverse experiences and multi-voiced connections and meanings parents of critically ill children attribute to the situation. It does
not suffice to ask parents if they relate to some religious meaning system. The answer
will in many cases be negative (Kruizinga et al., 2017; van der Geest et al., 2015) while
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the impact of spiritual connectedness to the child, to life, and to transcendence is not
recognized at all. Spirituality is more than the adherence to a particular view of life.
Health care professionals would do well to acknowledge the existential dimension
which is part of the human condition. The hope that people cherish both in sickness
and in the confrontation with death is not a denial of reality, as is often thought (Sisk,
Kang, & Mack, 2018). When in end-of-life care parents voice their hope of a miracle,
health care professionals often keep telling them how desperate the child’s condition
is (Superdock et al., 2018). In line with findings from Kamihara and co-workers on hope
in the context of childhood cancer, our findings show that the contradiction between
reality and meaningful experiences that transmit hope, is not problematic to parents
(Kamihara, Nyborn, Olcese, Nickerson, & Mack, 2015). Physicians and nurses who are
conscious of the fact that families interpret the situation on a different level, are better
able to support parents. This underlines the relevance of the concept of Patient and
Family Centered Care, in which the perspective of the family is important. Health care
professionals are really to listen to what is important to families in their anguish (Meert,
Clark, & Eggly, 2013).

Strengths and Limitations
A strength of our research is that it reveals expressions of spirituality that so far have
received little attention. The fact that spirituality can be discovered in people’s stories,
even when they do not adhere to a belief or religion, contributes to better understanding of the relevance of spirituality in health care. We realize that our findings may not
be generalizable to all bereaved parents. The special spirituality we discovered may be
especially found in secularized societies in which belief in a Higher power of God is no
longer dominant. A limitation of the study is that the participants were predominantly
native Dutch parents, with only one parent from another cultural background.
Administering an interview in parents’ home environment can be considered both a
strength and a limitation. The strength is that parents felt at ease and could set the
pace of the interview. A possible limitation is that of researcher bias. In the interaction
between parents and the interviewer, elements of parents’ stories could have been consciously or subconsciously stressed or neglected. In other circumstances or with another
interviewer their stories might have been narrated differently. In addition, we cannot
rule out certain social desirable responses. For instance, we asked open questions about
parents’ experiences and their personal interpretation but when we asked a question
like “Do you still feel connected to your child?”, parents might have interpreted this as
something they should feel.
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CONCLUSIONS
In the confrontation with the loss of their child, parents encounter special experiences
of a transcending kind, which help them stay connected to their child during the endof-life stage (in the PICU) and after death. We consider these experiences manifestations
of a ‘fragile spirituality’, which is a form of spirituality that is fragmentary, unbound,
ambivalent, and referring to another dimension in this life. This spirituality is significant
in the perspective it offers in the existentially disrupting reality of loss. Thus, the spiritual
dimension is part of end-of-life care, and all caregivers should be aware of its relevance
and consider offering appropriate compassionate care.
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A little baby girl (15 months old) has lived almost her
entire life (nine months) in the PICU and now she is dying.
The nurse asks her parents if there is one last thing they
would want. They respond that when she breathes her last
breath, they would wish for her to leave free as a butterfly
through the open window. But the hospital is not built
with opening windows. Yet the nurses of the unit and the
doctor go in search and find one somewhere in an office
in some backward corridor. They take the bed and all the
instruments hanging from it and with the parents make the
voyage through the hospital to this particular office. There
they open the window, place the little girl in the parents’
arms and retreat to the corridor to give them their private
moment of togetherness and goodbye.
The whole event makes an immense impression on both
the parents and the caregivers.

Chapter 6
Transcending Interpretations of Real Life Events:
encountering Fragile Spirituality
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ABSTRACT
Spirituality can express itself in experiences that disclose extraordinary aspects of seemingly ordinary life events. This type of spirituality offers a transcending interpretation of
concrete events that are felt to be not coincidental and revealing another dimension of
life. Bereaved parents, for instance, narrate extraordinary moments of connectedness to
their deceased child that express features of a fragile spirituality. This fragility refers to
their life’s vulnerability and the lack of a meaningful frame of reference. This expression
of lived spirituality evokes theological reflection about the way spiritual experiences
function in contexts where religious interpretations have become less prevalent.
Keywords: lived spirituality, contingency, transcendence, after-death experiences
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Six months after the death of their three-month-old baby, the parents, while
on holiday, search for an appropriate place to commemorate him. They find
a quiet beautiful spot by a creek and build a pile of stones in the water. At
the very moment the mother cries out loud: “For you, Loek!”, a tree splits in
two, making little leaves swirl upon the little monument. The parents feel the
nearness of their son.

INTRODUCTION
In times of profound sadness and grief people may be touched by an event that changes
the experience of the moment. The parents in the anecdote mentioned above experienced an extraordinary moment of connectedness with their deceased son - a moment
that belongs to reality, yet transcends it. In this article we interpret experiences like
these as expressions of a special kind of spirituality we call fragile spirituality.
Spirituality is often considered an expression of a spiritual inclination, that is apparent
in holistic and subjective activities, in distinction to classic religious interest (Heelas &
Woodhead, 2005). However, spirituality may be present in a person’s life even when this
person is not interested in either religion or spirituality, as we came across in a western
secularized society such as the Netherlands. More than half of the Dutch population
(58%) neither adheres to nor rejects belief in God (Bernts & Berghuijs, 2016). 28 % of
this majority upholds the possibility ‘there might be something beyond’, but without
a meaningful frame of reference. Nevertheless, a ‘lived spirituality’ can be discerned in
many stories told, bearing witness that people’s daily existence can open up to a transcending dimension in life, when they deal with the ups and downs in what comes their
way (McGuire, 2008).
Such lived spirituality involves feelings and sensations more than cognitive beliefs.
Lynn Underwood designed a Daily Spiritual Experience Scale to assess people’s ordinary
experiences of connection with the transcendent. Using this scale, she found that a
relationship with the transcendent is part of the reality of many people, expressed in
experiencing awe, gratitude, mercy, or a sense of deep inner peace, related to the divine
or God (Underwood, 2011). Lived spirituality can also be understood in an even more
concrete, basic interpretation of daily life; in bodily experiences such as eating, sex, pain,
abuse and death (De Haardt & Korte, 2002; McGuire, 2008). In this article the concept
of lived spirituality indicates concrete events encountered in life, which can be seen,
heard, or felt with the senses and are attributed transcending meaning. An operational
definition of this type of lived spirituality refers to attributing transcending meaning
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to life experiences which are interpreted as extraordinary, independent of affiliation to
spirituality or the divine or God.
The context in which people may experience extraordinary events is often that of
an existentially disrupting period that shatters expectations of life as a meaningful,
righteous, personally rewarding expedition (Janoff -Bulman, 1992). We recognize the
vision of the German theologian Henning Luther, who described how the experience
of transitions, passages or impediments in life opens up to another dimension in life.
That which disturbs, brings out of balance and reflects the ambiguities in daily life,
evokes more transcending motifs than does the normal, orderly, inert flow of life (Luther,
1992). Especially boundary experiences of finitude and existential fragility can disclose a
spiritual dimension, that offers new perspectives which may include an encounter with
something unexpected or unimagined. The notion of transcendence refers to a crossing
of borders, surpassing the familiar and explicable. It creates the possibility of something
within the phenomenal world that points beyond it. This transcending motion is what
we come across in the lived spirituality we address and define as ‘fragile’, because it is
easily contested by rationality, and often without a religious frame of reference.
The characteristics of this fragile spirituality came explicitly to the fore in our research in
the field of pediatric palliative care (Falkenburg, van Dijk, Tibboel, & Ganzevoort, 2019).
This concerned the stories of bereaved parents of all backgrounds, who experienced
special moments of connectedness, with their deceased child, with God or with life
itself. In this current reflection on our findings, we further describe expressions and
characteristics of this fragile spirituality against the background of a lack of an embedding worldview. We reflect on theological interpretations of these transcending life
experiences, also with regard to lasting connectedness to the dead.

CHARACTERIZING FRAGILE SPIRITUALITY
Transcending experiences in the context of grief and loss
To explain how the transcending motion can be expressed, we take the example of
parents who are explicitly confronted with a definite breach in their lives, namely the
death of a son or daughter. Such a loss creates a total disruption of the expected life
line (Talbot, 2002). After the child is gone, the parents are expected to continue living
without him or her. At the same time, however, grieving parents may feel that the bond
with the child is not fully severed but finds expression in experiences of connectedness
(Klass, Silverman, & Nickman, 1996). Experiences of connectedness have been observed
in more studies exploring continuous bonds after death, in which they are labelled as
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sense-of-presence experiences (Steffen & Coyle, 2011) or post-death presence (Austad,
2014). These experiences consist of sensations like touches, smells or sounds. They
can involve symbols such as birds and butterflies, or seeing lights flicker and specific
music playing at significant moments (Ganzevoort & Falkenburg, 2012). Parents may
connect these experiences to their deceased child in either a direct or indirect way. The
experience is explained by expressions like “he is always with me’, or “she lets me know
she is here”. Such an experience may also lead to a more general feeling of something
special happening, without a direct link to the child. This can be expressed in a feeling of
deep connectedness to Life itself. When for instance a child dies on a particular date, for
example 3-3-2003, and her mother had a fascination for the number 3 since her teens,
extra meaning is attached to the death. The event itself may be awe inspiring or rather
ordinary. Common ground of these experiences is that something happens in reality
that changes the feel of the situation and has special meaning for the one involved.
Most of these phenomena belong to ordinary life. Other people present may not notice
anything peculiar. And yet, when lamps suddenly start flickering or a butterfly appears
on a winter’s day in the funeral parlor, parents may feel touched by something beyond
the visible and briefly feel connected to their deceased son or daughter. The event
gets special meaning and is felt as not coincidental (Falkenburg et al., 2019). That is the
essence of the experience: something happens that is intended for them personally.
The psychologist Janice Nadeau (1998) coined the term ‘coincidancing’ for a strategy
of making sense of the death of a loved one. This strategy consists of connecting two
co-occurring events as somehow intentional without claiming a logical correlation. The
‘dancing’ part of the term refers to the playful use of coincidences (Nadeau, 1998).
The parental stories show that the occurrence of a strange event is not arbitrary; it often
happens at a special place or at a time when loss and pain are acutely felt. The place is in
many cases a graveyard or somewhere far from home where the loss is sharply felt. The
time can be the date when the child’s life ended, or the day of birth. The ‘coincidancing’
nature of the event makes it extraordinary, disclosing something of another dimension
of reality.

Finding meaning in life events
In the context of grief, such strange events in ordinary life suggest a deepened dimension of life, which speaks of an implicit spirituality that goes beyond a religious, spiritual
or secular position (Grimell, 2017). It is the interpretation that makes the experience of
that moment transcending. Meaning is not attributed afterwards, after having thought
it over, but immediately. Receptivity is primed by grief and longing, which leads to the
attachment of special significance to the event. At that moment a deeply felt connec-
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tion is experienced that transcends the natural empirical reality. The movement is at the
same time outside in - as the experience is unexpected and feels like being deliberately
intended by ‘the other’- and inside out, while instantly interpreting the event. That moment may connect with the lost loved one, or God or with life itself.

Relational essence of fragile spirituality
The essence of fragile spirituality lies in the experience of contact and connectedness
to a significant other, such as a deceased child. In the loneliness involved with loss, the
special moment of contact consoles. In the initial moment of experiencing connectedness, one feels intentionally ‘spoken to’ or touched - even when the ‘other’ is not part of
tangible reality. This experience of connectedness in and beyond reality, is the ground
of hope that helps to bear the reality of loss. In this context, fragility refers to the precious character of the experiences; they evoke a sense of tenderness that is not easily
expressed in words.

Temporal notions
Narratives of these transcending experiences reveal a fragmentary time experience.
Events occur incidentally, in moments that stand out in time. The chronological passage of time is interrupted at moments when a deceased child, for example, is sensed
through some sign or signal. These fragments are not necessarily part of the transformative process or development that is part of many concepts of spirituality. Spirituality is
often supposed to create a change in a person’s inner disposition (Leget, 2008; Taylor,
2007; Waaijman, 2000; Walton, 2013). The momentary experiences of fragile spirituality,
however, are not necessarily part of a transformative development. The momentary
view on another side of reality does not lead to a developmental process of growth per
se. Not the process of adaptation or transformation but rather the moment of disclosure
of a special dimension in life is decisive.

Spiritual movement
This spirituality of transcending connections is not to be considered as static but rather
as motion. Transcendence is better described as an adjective to an experience, ‘transcending’, than as a noun. Many narrators of extraordinary experiences have no connection to the concept of spirituality as such. Spiritual experiences cross borders of life and
imagination; they are flows that move across time and space (Tweed, 2006). Boundaries
are crossed between daily reality and what lies beyond;, between here and now and
the ultimate horizon of human life. Moving between thoughts, playing with possibilities, hoping and denying, reflects the creativity of a spirituality that is not consolidated
in congruent reflections or objective spatial realities. This spirituality remains a fragile
wandering and wavering process.
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FRAGILE SPIRITUALITY
The fragility of this spirituality refers to its connection to existential distress but also to
its undefined character. In a context of modern western society, such interpretations of
life’s phenomena in a transcending way seem out of touch. A society that is oriented
on facts and rational reasoning, has little patience with mystery and phenomena that
may point ‘beyond’ reality. No wonder that many parents who account of transcending experiences, struggle with them at the same time. Even they themselves may find
these experiences incomprehensible and be reluctant to tell them to others lest they
are considered mentally unstable. They have no frame of meaning that makes these
expressions acceptable. The hesitation to share these experiences also shows the lack
of a social context, a community in which one may speak openly of them. Especially in
a mourning process a community is important to create a common ground with others
to explore the meaning of what is encountered in reality (Klass, 1999). Belonging to a
religious tradition may offer support in the interpretation of such events, such as in the
case of Muslim mothers who dreamt revealing dreams of their deceased child, which is
accepted in their religion (Ganzevoort & Falkenburg, 2012). A religious frame of reference, however, may also complicate sharing such transcending experiences, for instance
when contact with the dead is not in accordance with the official doctrine.
The problem of this fragile spirituality is that it is not necessarily connected to a divine
reality, yet harbors transcending components. The experiences fit neither in a secular
context nor in a religious one. Telling about them is hazardous, because of the risk of being misunderstood. This fragile spirituality can be considered as an example of ‘implicit
spirituality’, in analogy to Edward Bailey’s ‘implicit religion’(Bailey, 1997). Ideas about
existence are held without reference to a global structure. Bailey described implicit
religion, distinct from both conventional explicit religiosity and secularity, as a commitment to the human, in which the Self is sacred. This is connected with a sense that other
Selves also matter and that relationships with other selves are sacred as well.
The transcending notion within such commitments and relationships is preponderant
in the expression of implicit spirituality we describe. This transcending interpretation of
reality makes it fragile within the context of secular society.
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FRAGILE SPIRITUALITY AS A DIMENSION OF LIFE
ITSELF
This fragile type of spirituality brings together ordinary and extraordinary aspects of
life-events. The concrete event that has special meaning to whom it concerns, becomes
a transcending experience as it discloses another dimension in life itself. For many
people transcending experiences activate renewed reflections on life and the personal
authentic identity and purpose in life (Weiher, 2014).
Reflections on the remaining connectedness with the deceased do not necessarily
indicate belief in another reality where the loved one resides, separated from our reality,
as other research suggests (Klass, 1999; Körver, 2013). In many cases the existence of
such a place is denied or considered to be of no importance. People who do not believe
in a hereafter or heaven may still relate of strange events that somehow connect them
to what is lost, leaving them with a sense of wonder (Falkenburg et al., 2019). Henning
Luther, who rejected the dichotomic vision on religion as based on the assumption of
two distinct realities, emphasized that transcendence does not mean “the closed-off area
of a world beyond, but the transgression of the borders of the familiar” (Luther, 1992, p. 58).1
In fragile spirituality, experiences open up to a transcending dimension within reality, in
this time and space. A lasting relationship is felt with the person who is no longer part of
this world but is not necessarily residing in another reality.
The same emphasis on life is reflected in research on how ‘the higher dimension’ is encountered in the modern society of the Netherlands (Van den Brink, 2012). This higher
dimension was once specifically represented in the domain of the sacred, in its focus
on the divine, God and higher powers. Over time it manifested itself increasingly in a
social order with social engagement and nowadays in a vital dimension in which the
body, nature, and the biological are highly valued. The higher dimension encountered
in transcending experiences of connectedness, belongs more to this vital dimension
than to the sacred sphere. The transcending notion is part of life itself. The experience is
more connected to the vision on life than to the vision on the divine. Life itself opens up
to both immanent and transcendent dimensions. Bodily, environmental and existential
or spiritual aspects are all important. There are transcending possibilities, however
illogical, behind the facts of life. The expression: ‘There is more between heaven and

1
“Transzendenz meint nicht den abgeschlossenen Bereich des Jenseits, sondern die Űberschreitung über die
Grenzen des Vertrauten hinaus.”
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earth’ in many cases rather refers to the otherness in life itself than to some dimension
in-between an ontological heaven and earth.

IMMANENCE AND TRANSCENDENCE
In lived reality, experiences of tangible life may be given transcending meaning, as the
example of grieving parents makes clear. In the strange and unexplainable nature of
certain experiences traces of the sacred are encountered in very basic, bodily, concrete
life events in life (Ganzevoort, 2009). Such moments of disclosure can also happen in the
immanent sense, like in the interaction between living people. In the context of normal
contact something similar may happen that shifts and lifts the moment and makes it
especially meaningful. In the context of end-of-life healthcare, for example, where loneliness and existential distress are deeply felt, we found that special moments of contact
with nurses, literally standing beside a parent of a sick child, can disclose a deeply felt
consolation (Falkenburg, Tibboel, Ganzevoort, Gischler, & van Dijk, 2018). The distinction
between immanence and transcendence is often just a porous line. Interpreting life’s
phenomena in an immanent way only, can mean a devaluation of reality. Even people
who believe in an immanent frame of the world and life, without reference to the transcendent, may be open to transcending possibilities (Taylor, 2007).

FRAGILE SPIRITUALITY IN A RELIGIOUS CONTEXT
Spiritual experiences are part of life’s reality for many people. In the vulnerability caused
by loss, meaning is attributed to unexpected happenings that seem to transcend the
expected flow of life. This is not to say that persons who narrate such experiences are
necessarily ‘spiritual persons’ (Walter, 2002). It is important to realize that though many
people may experience strange events, not everybody will ascribe special meaning to
them. Many people do consider the events coincidental. On the other hand, as we have
seen, we come across religious or spiritual people who assign these experiences of connectedness to God or indeed sacred powers.
The question is how such concrete experiences of connectedness to another dimension of this reality can be appreciated in theology, where the value of transcendence is
traditionally seen in its reference to God or other divine notions.
Feminist theology and Gender studies help out by purposefully taking everyday life
as a starting point for systematic reflection. They show that daily activities, practices
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and words become theologically or religiously relevant if the sense of wonder that one
may experience is recognized as a form of experience of p/Presence (De Haardt, 2014).
These studies question thinking in dichotomies, separating the sacred and the profane.
The significance of religion cannot be solely approached from a doctrinal, intellectual
perspective; the factual design and concrete embodiment of religion is just as important (Berlis & Korte, 2017). The attribution of meaning to concrete life phenomena, like
experiences of the senses, bring together the spaces of the sacred and the profane and
ask for further theological reflection.
A further issue to consider is to what extent theology takes serious concrete experiences
of connectedness to a deceased loved one. In the field of comparative religions, Goss
and Klass (2005) showed how many different religious traditions do accept the reality
of bonds to the dead. This acceptance is certainly not self-evident in Christian theology.
Anne-Marie Korte, investigating miracle stories that people sent to a broadcast company, came across many such wondrous experiences of receiving some signal by which
the deceased loved one made himself or herself known and recognized the theological
discomfort with such contact with the dead (Korte, 2011).
Michael Armstrong’s research on lay Christian views of life after death disclosed the
difference between the protestant doctrine on eschatology and the views of – what he
calls-ordinary theologians, who were in his study members of his own Congregational
community (Armstrong, 2011). The latter group does not believe in a physical afterlife
or a physical resurrection at the end of times, but in an immediate soul-spirit existence
after death. A continuing relationship with a deceased loved one is important to the
participating church members. Noteworthily, they were reluctant to speak with others
of personal visions on life after death. Even in church, they feel embarrassed and afraid
of giving offence. The absence of a community to share these beliefs and experiences,
seems therefore similar for people with religious or secular beliefs.
Our findings concur with Armstrong’s view that academic theology could benefit from
‘ordinary’ theology, as it can stimulate re-examination of theological assumptions. In
theological reflection on views of the afterlife, attention should be paid to expressions
of fragile spirituality, both in a religious and secular context.
Finally, as existentially disrupting features of life are the basis of the transcending experiences we bring to the fore, the theology of Paul Tillich is still relevant. His starting
point is explicitly the human experience confronted with death, condemnation and
meaninglessness (Tillich, 1952/ 2014). Anxiety, the existential awareness of nonbeing,
belongs to the essence of life. To take that anxiety upon oneself and not walk away from
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it demands courage. The paradox of life is that in accepting the anxiety of nonbeing, we
can find ‘an’ or ‘the’ ultimate ground of being. Looking anxiety in the face, sometimes
under pressure of circumstances, we find ourselves, each other and the ultimate or “God
who appears when God has disappeared in the anxiety of doubt” (Tillich, 1952/ 2014, p.
175). Nevertheless we need not per se interpret this ultimate ground of being as God.
We can construe an expression of our own. Despite the experience of meaninglessness,
meaning can be found in the “And Yet” that is apparently part of the human existential
potential. This “And Yet” is the very notion of fragmentary, fragile spirituality expressed
in the midst of anguish and loss.
Both in a secular and a religious setting this approach enables the personal construction
of meaning of what is of ultimate concern, including the experience of lasting connectedness to loved ones.

CONCLUSION
In this article we highlighted a specific expression of spirituality encountered in many
stories, even if the narrator lacks affiliation to spirituality. Modern belief may include life
experiences with special meaning of connectedness to whom or what is beyond reality.
We call these experiences examples of a fragile spirituality because of their momentary,
fragmentary character, their lack of a meaningful frame of reference and of a community
to share them with. The fragility also refers to their precious value for the ones involved.
This type of implicit spirituality is experienced for instance in a lasting connectedness
to a deceased loved one, like one’s child. Further reflection on this spirituality may help
modern people in a secular age to find some embeddedness that makes the experience
less fragile.
Theology that is open to reflect on personal interpretations of both transcendent and
immanent experiences concerning life and death, will contribute to new understanding
of lived spirituality, both in theory and practice.
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This thesis addressed the question what spiritual experiences mean to parents in confrontation with their child’s death. The context is first of all the world of health care - and
more specifically the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). The research revealed that
spirituality was part of the lived reality of many parents with existential concerns, both
during their child’s stay in the hospital ward and in the aftermath of death.
In the context of health care, spiritual notions are touched upon when the natural and
expected flow of life is hampered, disturbed by the nearness of a life’s ending. Spirituality concerns the way in which people find meaning in what happens in their lives. The
core concepts of spirituality in this context are connectedness and meaning, or more
explicitly: the meaning of connectedness. During a child’s end-of-life care, spirituality
presents itself in the interaction between the parents and the child, but also between
the parents and the health care professionals. After the child’s death, parents may still
feel connected to the deceased child, often through experiencing special events that
are interpreted as signals. Such special moments implicate deeper meaning, often with
transcending motives. In the course of the thesis research, we defined these experiences
as expressions of a fragile spirituality. The term ‘fragile’ was chosen to indicate not only
the vulnerability grief evokes, but also the fragmentary and delicate nature of the experiences and the absence of both a meaningful frame of reference and a community to
share the experiences with.
In this chapter we will elaborate on conclusions drawn from our research, explicating
different aspects of the central concept of connectedness, involving both immanent and
transcendent features. We will discuss how the central themes can be further explored,
especially in the field of healthcare and theology.

MEANING OF SPIRITUAL CONNECTEDNESS
We first explicitly focused on the meaning of experiences of parents’ lasting spiritual
connectedness with the deceased child. These experiences mostly concerned concrete
events like the appearance of animals, birds, butterflies, dragonflies; significant music
suddenly playing at significant times; meaningful calendar dates; electric devices like
musical toys, telephones or televisions playing tricks, and flickering lights. Many events
involved physical sensations like smell, sight and touch. Looking into the meaning
attached to these experiences, we distinguished between meaning understood as
‘making sense’ and meaning understood as ‘significance’. The ability to make sense of
experiences of loss, is often considered to be decisive for a sound development of the
mourning process (Keesee, Currier, & Neimeyer, 2008). Anna Austad, in her dissertation
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on experiences of post death presence, found that the sense making of bereaved persons, was multi-voiced, involving different positions and voices in the self, and including
many incongruences in beliefs and goals (Austad, 2014). This implies that making sense
of loss is by no means self-evident. We noted that some parents – looking for a purpose
- indeed tried to make some sense of the child’s death. Two mothers found support in
the thought that everybody comes to earth for a reason and that once the mission is
completed the soul can return ‘home’. These were exceptional cases, however. Most of
the interviewed parents did not show any inclination to make sense of the death of their
son or daughter. Indeed, the mere thought of it evoked anger. Some religious parents
said that God knew the reason; the death surely made sense in the eyes of God. Some
day they would learn what the reason was. They themselves could not make sense of
their loss; they believed God could.
For the parents in general, however, finding significance in the process of grief proved
much more relevant. In the context of contingent experiences, even unresolved inconsistencies and discrepancies in thinking did not hamper finding significance in these
experiences. The question was not what the meaning was of the loss but within the
loss (Janoff - Bulman & Frantz, 1997). Essential to parents was the conviction that the
deceased child’s life had immense value and meaning, that extended beyond the reality
of loss.

FRAGILITY IN THE MEDICAL CONTEXT
Interviewing bereaved parents more than five years after the death of their son or
daughter in the PICU, confronted us with suffering that is not always directly discernible
in the PICU. This is an important realization. At first sight, parents may seem to cope
quite calmly with the child’s frightening circumstances. Yet parental narratives reveal
anxiety, feelings of estrangement, a disruption of personal identity and above all loneliness that is only partly visible to the caregivers in the intensive care. Groundlessness, the
feeling of losing all grip on life, resulting from ‘being shaken to the core’ is a lived reality
in the PICU (Bruce, Schreiber, Petrovskaya, & Boston, 2011)
On the other hand, we also discovered the depth of meaning finding within the stories.
The search for meaning seems indeed to be a natural human reaction to trauma (Frankl,
1978 (1946)). During existentially disrupting experiences, the parents experienced consoling connections that involved both bodily and spiritual contact with the child, as well
as deep relational contact with caregivers, which actually did provide some ground in
all groundlessness. The fundamental concept of connectedness, which is also the central
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concept in healthcare definitions of spirituality (Nolan, Saltmarsh, & Leget, 2011; Puchalski et al., 2009), discloses deeper meaning in their reality. Parents’ experiences with the
child and caregivers are indications of the fragile spirituality we refer to, as they change
the feeling of that moment, lifting them out of their loneliness; if only for an instant.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BODILY CONNECTIONS
This connectedness finds its first and fundamental expression in physical contact between parent and child. The biological attachments between parent and child are decisive for a psychologically sound development in life (Bowlby, 1973). The stories parents
told in our study, confirmed that they started feeling a mother or father when they held
their new-born to their skin (Flacking et al., 2012). The physical connection to the critically ill child in the PICU was also important to counterbalance the mental pain of seeing
the child’s body affected by treatment. Sometimes the child was almost unrecognizable
to the parent, which remained a painful memory. Physical connectedness enables parents to ‘read’ their child’s mind and creates mutual, deep understanding between them.
Parents feel they know when the child is fighting or giving up. Physical signs are tokens
of this deep existential connection. The child opening the eyes shortly before dying is
interpreted as saying goodbye; it is understood as confirmation that the child is ready
to go. Contact is experienced that reaches beyond medical reality, with a deep spiritual
component that carries on after death. In the daily practice of the PICU, awareness of
this deep bond between the patients and their parents could facilitate communication.
Attentiveness to parents’ intuitive concerns of their child’s wellbeing, makes them feel
acknowledged as experts of their child and could give additional information on the
patient’s biomedical condition.

CONTACT WITH HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
In the course of the research process, the existential connectedness between parents and
health care professionals came strongly to the fore. Especially nurses, present for hours
at the bedside and attending to all the child’s needs, witnessed the depth of parental
concerns. Of course, this is not always the case. Parents may be withdrawn or defensive,
a language barrier may stand in the way and not every nurse is sensitive to parental
concerns. Yet in many cases, mutual connectedness is established. This connectedness
mostly consists of moments of contact that may or may not develop into some form of
relationship. Connectedness may concern just a single moment. If a nurse or physician
at the bed of a critically ill child makes contact with the present parent through eye
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contact or a simple word or touch, the parent feels part of the situation, connected to
the moment. In that moment of contact the parent feels personally recognized. Some
of the participants of this study had only been in the PICU for a few hours, but felt connections with some of the health care professionals who showed they were emotionally
affected by the trauma that parents experienced.
Being seen as a person is the central issue for parents. In an environment that is primarily
focused on physical aspects, contact with the unique person within that body is important. Caregivers showing interest in both the child’s and the parent’s identity are highly
valued. When parents, facing their child’s life-limiting condition, feel acknowledged in
their own concerns and are treated as experts of their child, Advance Care Planning
conversations are facilitated (Fahner, Thölking, Rietjens, Van der Heide, & Kars, 2020).
The connectedness is essentially reciprocal. It is also important for the parent to see the
caregiver as a person partaking in the same reality. Health care professionals can be quite
astounded when their patient’s parents show interest in them as a person. Parents never
forget the doctor who fought for their child. They never forget the nurses who were
present in the moment of death. They remember every detail, even of the caregivers’
personal lives, even after 5 years. The combination of personal and professional contact
in existential distress consoles and is treasured by these parents. Similarly health care
professionals value personal contact with patients. The two areas of the professional
and the personal are not entirely separated. Connectedness to patients gives meaning
to the caregivers’ work (Giebner, 2015). Especially in end-of-life situations, health care
professionals are personally motivated to create meaningful moments for parents concordant to parents’ values, goals and preferences and anxious not to hinder the parental
grieving process (Kochen et al., 2020). The personal involvement of caregivers, especially
nurses, connecting to patients and their families does pose the risk of getting too much
involved (Brimble, Anstey, & Davies, 2019). Awareness of this danger is important to
maintain an appropriate professional distance, while at the same time coming close to
families.

FRAGILE SPIRITUALITY IN HEALTH CARE
A conclusion of this thesis is that parents’ interpretation of events in the ward, referred
both implicitly and explicitly to spirituality. Special events were experienced as signs
and signals connecting them to their child, before and after death. The interviews made
clear that health care professionals help parents connect to their critically ill child, are
companions in most difficult circumstances, and strengthen the parents’ resilience in
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relationship-centered compassionate care. They offer existential and spiritual care even without realizing this. They help parents maintain hope against all odds, and create
meaningful memories that help parents face the process of dying. These are manifestations of the essence of interhuman connections, disclosing a special dimension of life.

FRAGILE FRAGMENTARY SPIRITUALITY
The spiritual experiences we described, indicate a type of spirituality that consists of
both immanent and transcendent connectedness. Parental connection to their deceased
child is exemplary. The attachment bond created in life, does not end with the child’s
death, but is transformed. Transcendence in this context refers to the interpretation of
concrete life events that reaches beyond the tangible world. These experiences indicate
a deeper dimension of life to which one feels fundamentally connected. In these experiences no clear distinction can be made between an inner-worldly and other-worldly
reality (Luther, 1992; Weiher, 2014). The feeling of connectedness to a person standing
next to you, supportive in the midst of anguish or loss, can be as deeply meaningful as
the connection felt to God.

The moment of disclosure
Both immanent en transcending experiences refer to moments that shift and lift the
feeling of a situation. Daniel Stern showed how the here and now, the ‘present moment’,
plays a crucial part in psychotherapy (Stern, 2004). While narratives are important for
their chronological time experience, the relevance of what happens at certain outstanding moments must not be overlooked. Stern refers to the Greek term kairos. “Kairos is the
passing moment in which something happens as the time unfolds. It is the coming into
being of a new state of things, and it happens in a moment of awareness’ ( p.7).
What happens in our lives gives a clue of other possible dimensions, if only for an instant. These moments are marked in our mind. We are aware of them, sometimes in a
subconscious way; they have meaning. Such significant moments are expressions of the
fragmentary character of fragile spirituality.

Worldview
Another research theme was the role of parents’ worldview in the adjustment to grief.
To some extent our findings reflect a search for a meaningful integration of sense-ofpresence experiences in a spiritual or religious worldview (Steffen & Coyle, 2011). Some
of the interviewed parents struggled with their global meaning system. A mother extended the possibilities offered by her faith as widely as possible in her search for mean-
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ing after her daughter’s death. Yet, most of the parents did not adhere to any global
meaning system, or had got rid of it. Many who had been raised in a religious family
had set their original beliefs aside. The experiences of connectedness with the deceased
child did not reestablish a connection to their tradition or lead to another worldview.
This observation seems to be in line with the secularization of western society. Today,
many people live without a well-marked frame of meaning. They have the opportunity
therefore, to freely explore different expressions of religion, spirituality or specific worldviews, but it also means there is no common ground to discuss such experiences with
co-believers.

CONSEQUENCES
Missing a community
Dennis Klass showed that having a worldview which gives meaning and living in a
community in which transcendent reality and worldview are validated, are important
features in the spiritual lives of bereaved parents (Klass, 1999). For that reason, participating in a bereaved parent’s self-help group is considered helpful (Goss & Klass, 2005).
In the stories of the majority of the interviewed parents of our study, participation in any
kind of community was lacking. There was no natural environment to share and reflect
on their extraordinary experiences of connectedness to their child. Notably, parents
who did belong to a religious community, still did not feel free to speak frankly about
their experiences. A bereaved mother once told her pastor of a vision: she had seen her
deceased daughter singing in the Christmas choir in church. The pastor’s reaction made
her feel that such visions were not acceptable in Christian faith.
This may relate to the hesitant response of theology to contemporary miracle-stories
that include contact with the dead (Korte, 2011). Reluctance to appreciate experiences
of connectedness of the deceased, has consequences for theological practice. It seems
that In protestant churches in the Netherlands open talk about life after death is just as
rare as in the United Kingdom (Armstrong, 2011). While the official protestant doctrine
stresses the final physical resurrection of the dead in a new heaven and earth, ordinary
church members may envisage the afterlife as an immediate state of the soul. Continuing contact with deceased loved ones is often part of this view.
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Theological debate on spiritual experiences of connectedness with the
dead
A theological dialogue is needed concerning visions on the afterlife including experiences of connectedness to a deceased loved one. Point of departure for such a
theological debate could be the intention to reflect on the impact of death on life. In a
‘theology of vulnerable life’ the fragility of human existence is uncovered, which opens
new interpretations of systematic theology (Anbeek, 2013).
The approach of Shelley Rambo could be helpful in an attempt to build a theological
frame of reference for the experiences of fragile spirituality. Her starting point is also the
reality of traumatic suffering (Rambo, 2010). Rambo opposes theological thinking that
bears too little witness to the remaining impact of suffering and death. Death and life
are intertwined; death persists in life. There are deep cognitive limitations in traumatic
suffering, which prevents clear understanding of how life may find a new beginning. She
refers to the after-death appearances of Jesus, told in stories of seeing and not seeing,
of misinterpretations and not understanding. In the aftermath of trauma, according to
Rambo, it is important to bear witness to all that is experienced - and understand it in
the light of love that remains. The after-death experiences in the fragile spirituality we
came across, converges with this theology of witnessing trauma. In the aftermath of
death, with its cognitive limitations, new forms of connections in life are encountered
amid the harsh reality of loss. The experiences of connectedness to what lies beyond
life, characterized by love that remains, combines reality with hope, without necessarily
filling that hope with images from another world.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Spirituality in health care
The accounts of existentially meaningful interactions between parents and health care
professionals necessitate a new validation of spirituality. Although health care professionals need to be facilitated to develop the ability to recognize and respond to a patient’s spiritual needs (Geer et al., 2017), alerting them to what is implicitly part of their
own communication with patients and families is just as important. Spirituality may then
hopefully lose its connotation of something unreal and irrelevant. The question is not
only ‘who should provide spiritual care’, but also in what way spiritual care is already part
of each health care profession (Liefbroer, Ganzevoort, & Olsman, 2019). This concept
of spirituality, that involves communication skills, sensitivity to existential distress and
professional interest in what is important to patients and their families, should be part
of the educational programs of all caregivers.
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Accepting hope in hopeless situations
When health care professionals are confronted with the irrational hope that parents may
maintain in hopeless situations, they would do well to pay attention to a different level
of meaning finding. On a rational level, caregivers may easily suppose that the parents
in the first instance did not quite grasp the bad news they were given and keep repeating it in each following contact (Kamihara, Nyborn, Olcese, Nickerson, & Mack, 2015).
This, however, undermines the resilience of parents and the communication with the
medical team in the crucial final hours or days. To be able to connect to parents’ feelings,
health professionals need to understand that the parents’ expressions of hope arise from
a deep existential level. Olsman et al. investigated the role of hope in palliative care
and suggests taking a relational-ethical approach to hope. In hope, someone’s deepest
values are affected and it helps to reflect together with the doctor or nurse on the meaning of such hope (Olsman, Willems, & Leget, 2016). Hope and suffering are interrelated.
When a father of a terminally ill daughter exclaims: “I still hope we can all go together to
our favorite village in France next summer”, the professional empowers him by showing
compassion based on understanding the meaning of such hope. The challenge is to
connect to the father’s feeling, and say something like “Yes, I can imagine that“ , or more
simply, say nothing at all but nod in understanding.

Fragile spirituality and pastoral care
Whether we should introduce spiritual caregivers to patients and their families is still
largely dependent on the idea that only those families with a specific religious or humanistic worldview could benefit from the contact. Our findings show that experiencing existentially disrupting events is interconnected with the search for meaning and
spiritual interpretations and relevant for a large proportion of patients and families. For
the spiritual caregivers it is important to be open to the implicit meaningful expressions
often hidden in conversations. Expressions like ‘it is no coincidence that’, or ‘there is more
between heaven and earth’, are the grounds for the exploration of adequate existential
and spiritual support.
Job Smit’s formulation of the fundamental methodology of spiritual care is helpful.
He implies that in the personal encounter of a spiritual care giver and a patient, the
caregiver helps to explore what is at stake on the deep, motivational and spiritual levels.
In deep reflections on life’s meaning, existential distress may be expressed but also deep
comfort can be experienced. On the deepest level, the spiritual caregiver is just present
in that moment of disclosure and refrains from response. The spiritual caregiver then
helps to explore the significance of these insights for the essential connections in life
(Smit, 2015).
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Not all spiritual caregivers feel comfortable when confronted with the spiritual experiences we described (Schoenmakers, 2020). These experiences may not accord with the
caregiver’s own beliefs, in which case he or she may be reluctant to respond. If a patient
senses this reluctance, he or she will probably refrain from relating such experiences.
The bereaved will share specific experiences of the presence of a deceased relative only
if he or she expects that the spiritual caregiver or pastor will acknowledge the experience, independent of religious positions (Daniel, 2019).
Also, the confrontation with irrational hope can be as problematic to spiritual caregivers
as to other health care professionals. One of the interviewed parents mentioned a pastor
being summoned the day before her daughter died. He was asked to pray and wanted to
know from the girl what he should pray for. When she answered: ‘For a miracle’, he could
not formulate her wish in his prayer, knowing that a miracle was not going to happen.
In end-of-life care especially, pastors need to be present at the patient’s side and say
the unsayable, when asked. It is not about truth, or being honest, it is about being
there. Understanding, including the seemingly irrational, is vital. Spiritual caregivers
and chaplains are the professionals who support grieving persons by remaining at their
side, witnessing the emotional pain, longing, and feelings of loneliness. In doing so they
connect to the person, the self of the patient. Being present right then and there, also in
these feelings of hope, sharing, is what counts.

FURTHER RESEARCH
Different options for relevant further studies emerge from the findings of our research.
The healthcare sector has changed in recent decades, to the effect that more emphasis
is placed on accountability and efficiency, as a result of which health care professionals
spend more time at a computer recording every medical intervention. Awareness of
existential issues could bring the very essence of caregiving back into focus. Qualitative
research exploring the drives, values and experiences of health care professionals could
gain new insights in their existential concerns.
Research into experiences of connectedness in health care should be extended to the
relationship between a patient, such as a critically ill child, and a caregiver. It is beyond
doubt that pediatric nurses or pediatricians are committed to the critically ill child’s
wellbeing. How they perceive connectedness existentially or even spiritually, could be a
revealing subject of further research.
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In addition, exploration of the experiences of people from non-western cultures who are
directly confronted with western health care, could bring many new insights. Valuing
and understanding the meanings attached to medical events, includes the realization
that communication is more than merely informing the family of diagnosis and treatment (Meyer et al., 2009). Openness to “What matters to you”, instead of ‘what is the matter with you’, is vital (Kebede, 2016). In research projects like ours, only few people from
different backgrounds participate. In this study the responses of four Islamic mothers
were included. Although we sent invitations to parents of many different cultures, the
vast majority did not respond. This void should prompt researchers to look creatively for
ways to explore what matters to people who are not familiar with western ways of communicating. Again, the benefit of qualitative research methods lies in their explorative
character in a pediatric health care field that has not been exhaustingly investigated
yet. The issues that are important to parents from different cultural and religious backgrounds care best attained from their own accounts.
Finally, the spirituality of critically ill children should be object of further investigation.
Both the content and the ways to communicate about such issues should be examined.
This research should be a co-production of workers in spiritual care, pedagogical care
and psychological care.

ULTIMATELY..
The appeal of this thesis is to pay attention to expressions of meaning and spirituality
that often remain hidden from view. To unveil the existence of a fragile spirituality, expressed in different experiences of connectedness, has become the underlying purpose
of the whole research process.
All caregivers, in health care, church and society, can help people to find connections
in circumstances of existential concerns. Being understood in the experience of connectedness to the living and the deceased is highly significant in finding meaning in
life. A challenge for all caregivers is to be willing and able to connect personally to the
person in need.
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And then came COVID-19

Consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic shed an additional light to experiences of fundamental connections in the PICU. Necessary measures taken by the hospital to combat
the spread of the virus, led to the separation of parental couples. For months fathers and
mothers were not allowed to be together at their child’s bedside; only one of the parents
was allowed on the ward for 24 hours. Being separated from the partner implied they
could not support each other in regulating emotions when disrupting events occurred.
This caused additional stress and loneliness, especially in situations when the end of the
child’s life was not unlikely. Only when a child was going to die, both parents could be
present. It came strongly to the fore that parents not only need to be near the child and
have good relationships with caregivers, but they also need each other’s presence. Having the opportunity to be together at the bedside of their child is pivotal. This condition
should be acknowledged as part of the concept of Patient-and Family Centered Care,
which is nowadays common practice in children’s hospitals (Committee On Hospital,
Institute For, & Family-Centered, 2012). This family-centered-care implies that parents
are not viewed as visitors to their critically ill child but as integral members of the child’s
care team (Baird, Davies, Hinds, Baggott, & Rehm, 2015; Meert, Clark, & Eggly, 2013).
The connectedness between the critically ill child and brothers and sisters was also
strongly affected, as family members other than the parents were no longer welcome
to visit. Many siblings felt left out and alienated from the situation; some of them worried that the situation had deteriorated and parents kept bad news from them. Like
parents, siblings are an essential component of a critically ill child’s life and vice versa
(Rozdilsky, 2005). The anguish that resulted from these restrictive measures was such
that many health care professionals could not bear the situation themselves and often
made exceptions to the rules. In the next waves of COVID-19 infection, all was done to
prevent families from being separated. At a certain point, however, siblings and other
family members were again excluded from visiting, while parents were allowed to stay
together.
Another interesting consequence of the pandemic was the disclosure of the special way
that PICU nurses communicate with a critically ill child during treatment. A large group
of nurses was transitioned to the adult Intensive Care, to assist their colleagues there.
When they returned after some months, they were full of admiration for their colleagues
of the IC, but they also expressed amazement and sometimes shock to have found that
most nurses of the adult ICU considered it futile to explain to a sedated patient in the
COVID-19 IC what they were about to do. When performing necessary interventions,
PICU nurses are used to address the child they care for with pet names, softly explaining
what they are about to do, even when the child is too young, or too sedated to hear or
understand. For the PICU nurses it was not relevant whether the patient was conscious
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or not: they did automatically what they always did, always aware of the person in the
patient.

And then came COVID-19
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A pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) seems an unlikely place to encounter spirituality. For many parents of critically ill children, however, spiritual issues emerge when
confronted with their child’s death. In the anguish and loneliness that admission to the
PICU evokes, parents need connectedness and meaningful relationships to endure the
situation.
In this research project we focused on this entanglement of meaning and expressions of
spirituality in the context of pediatric end-of-life care. The main research question was:
What is the meaning of spiritual experiences of parents in the confrontation with the
death of their child. In two qualitative studies parents were interviewed after the death
of their son or daughter, whereby we concentrated on their expressions of meaning, and
spiritual connectedness.
First, in a pilot study we collected the experiences of parents whose child had died of
cancer, interviewing them between eighteen months and almost twenty years after the
child’s death. We addressed the question what role spiritual experiences play in the narrative construction of continuity and discontinuity in the changed relationship between
parents and their deceased child. The findings of this study are presented in chapter
2. A variety of spiritual experiences that we also came across in our main project are
described here. We made a distinction in experiences before the death of the child (
such as premonitions, predicting dreams), the moment of death (‘seeing’ the soul of the
child leave the body) and experiences indicating some form of postmortem presence. To
the opinion of parents many things had happened in the mourning process which they
considered ‘not coincidental’. Parents were very much aware that their son or daughter
was dead and gone and they suffered from that realization. Yet they also experienced a
continuing bond. Special signs and signals offered a sense of some form of communication. We focused especially on what these experiences meant for the search for meaning. In literature distinction is made between meaning as ‘making sense’ (of the death)
and meaning as finding significance (referring to values, worth). For some of the parents
a certain longing to make sense of what had happened played a role in their mourning
process. At the same time, however, they strongly felt that no explanation could ever
justify what had happened to their child. Several parents used a religious or spiritual
framework in their search for a purpose, yet even to them making sense remained an
ambiguous endeavor. Finding significance in the whole palliative process of their child
was on the other hand always relevant. Not the question what the meaning was of the
situation was relevant, but ‘what was meaningful within the situation’. Significance was
attributed most of all to (the life of ) the child itself, and to the (transformed) relationship
to the child after death. They still felt connected to the son or daughter and through
them to a transcending reality that somehow integrated incoherent experiences of both
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loss and contact. Meaning was felt mostly as something they received, either from the
child, or from God or even Life itself, depending on their personal beliefs.
In the main study, we interviewed parents of twenty children who had all died in the
PICU of the Erasmus MC- Sophia Children’s Hospital approximately five years previously.
What had proved meaningful to these parents at the time of the child’s admission were
the meaningful connections with both the critically ill child and the health care professionals caring for the child. We explored those aspects in chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 3 addressed the importance of parental physical proximity in the child’s endof-life care. Five years after the child’s death, parents vividly remembered the damage
done to their child’s appearance, due to life-saving medical interventions such as
artificial ventilation, operations and last resort treatment such as ECMO. Some of the
children became almost unrecognizable because of cuts, bruises or edema. It was not
always possible for parents to get physically close to their son or daughter. Some of the
parents held their child for the first time in the hour of death. It was especially meaningful to parents when they were encouraged and aided by caregivers to get physically
close to the dying child, for instance, when large beds were arranged to allow parents
to lie next to their son or daughter. Getting close also proved important for siblings. The
importance of physicality was also expressed in the collected mementoes that were still
cherished after 5 years. Connectedness that lasts after death originates in the possibilities of physical proximity and shared intimacy especially in life’s final days and hours.
Awareness of the significance of the child’s body and physical closeness is conditional
for compassionate end-of-life care.
Chapter 4 described the importance of parental connectedness and relationships with
healthcare professionals in end-of-life care. The confrontation with the possible nearness of their child’s death shocked them to the core. The stories the parents told, related
of their feelings of profound loneliness and alienation from events in the intensive care
unit. What had helped them was the feeling of connectedness to the healthcare professionals, who helped them face the situation. For example, connectedness was felt in
regular informative updates of the medical situation and in the doctors’ and nurses’
personal involvement, expressed in their acts and gestures. Some doctors were given
nicknames, referring to their relentless efforts to find solutions for medical problems.
Personal interaction was valued in personal talks, the sharing of emotions, and physical
contact. It all communicated to parents that both their child and they themselves were
seen as persons, that they mattered. Medical staff often felt like family and were missed
after the death of the child. Even if the PICU-stay was very short, and relationships could
not be formed, parents highly valued open interpersonal contact.
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The research findings explained in these chapters fit the definition of spirituality that
has become well accepted in healthcare: ‘Spirituality is the aspect of humanity that
refers to the way individuals seek and express meaning and purpose and the way they
experience their connectedness to the moment, to self, to others, to nature, and to the
significant or sacred’.
In chapter 5 we investigated more particularly what kind of spirituality is expressed in
spiritual experiences of grieving parents. Spirituality is mostly considered an expression
of personal affiliation to spirituality or the supernatural. Yet a different kind of spirituality
is found in the mourning process of grieving parents, who have no affiliation to religion
or spirituality. In this chapter we described the specific features and function of this
spirituality.
Facing the imminent death of their child in the PICU, parents felt they could somehow
‘read’ him or her, even when the child was deeply sedated and showed no reaction at all.
In many cases there was some form of contact, such as eye contact, shortly before the
moment of dying. It meant to parents that the child said goodbye to them, accepting
the outcome. In the interviews, parents told of experiences involving physical sensations like smells, sounds and sights; symbols such as butterflies appearing at difficult
moments, electronic devices acting weirdly, etc. They mostly linked these experiences
to the deceased child. Many parents answered the question: “Do you still feel connected
to him (or her)?” with “She (or he) is always with me.” They made clear that the child still
played a role in their lives.
This did not necessarily mean that these parents believed that the child now resided in a
place, like heaven. The feeling that the child was near, was enough. The signs and signals
were not consciously sought for but were encountered in daily life. Their own reaction to
these signs and signals was often ambivalent. Their common sense made them express
rational reservations and doubts about the validity of these experiences, and at the
same time they cherished them. Most parents did not seek for a meaningful frame to
give meaning either to the loss of the child or to the experiences of connectedness.
For parents who were religious and believed in God or Allah, this was different; signs or
signals they encountered were ascribed to divine intervention. Many parents expressed
the hope that someday somehow a reunion with their child was possible.
All in all, we concluded that mourning parents may experience a fragmentary, fragile
spirituality, in which they feel closely connected to their deceased child. The remaining
relationship is far more meaningful than is a possible explanatory meaning-system.
Spiritual notions in their vagueness and undefinable character offer a ‘playing’ ground in
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which hope rules. Experiences of connectedness with what is beyond reality create the
possibility of perspective in the loss.
For the context of health care this means that caregivers who support parents in the
end-of-life of their child would do well to pay attention to the attribution of meaning
by parents. The spiritual dimension is not sufficiently addressed when parents are asked
about their religion or worldview. Paying attention to the multi-voiced connections and
meanings parents attribute to the situation, reveals different manifestations of a fragile,
fragmentary spirituality that is significant in the perspective it offers in the disrupting
reality of loss.
In chapter 6, we clarified how this fragile, fragmentary spirituality is related to lived
spirituality. Lived spirituality can be expressed in values and actions, in bodily sensations,
but also in events that occur in people’s lives. Especially in the context of the loss of a
loved one, for instance of one’s child, sudden events that evoke a sense of wonder create
connectedness to the loved one, but also to God or even to Life itself. These events in
themselves may seem quite ordinary to outsiders, but to the ones involved they are not
coincidental. They are personally intended. These strange events are interpreted as a
reference to what is beyond reality, not necessarily another world or realm, but primarily
a different dimension in life itself. Connectedness with a child during life will last even
when conditions have changed rigorously. This transcending interpretation of strange,
meaningful events in life is named ‘fragile spirituality’. The fragility refers to the person’s
vulnerable situation, but also to the fragmentary character of the experienced moment
of connectedness and the absence of a meaning-system or a worldview. There is no community to share these experiences. Fragile spirituality gives significance to moments of
disclosure, either in an immanent or transcendent sense. There are no clear distinctions
between these domains. The transcendent motion is part of people’s interpretive reality
and is something that should not be overlooked or ridiculed.
Our findings challenge theological reflections to really focus on the lived, concrete life
experiences of ordinary people, especially concerning experiences of lasting connectedness to deceased loved ones. Integration of these experiences in Christian theology
is a challenge. ‘Ordinary theologians’ could stimulate academic theology to re-examine
their theological assumptions.
Finally, in chapter 7, the findings of this thesis were brought together. The fragile spirituality we describe, is directly connected to the concrete reality of medical treatments
and the actuality of death in a healthcare setting such as the PICU. The connectedness
between parents and their children, but also between parents and health care profes-
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sionals provide ground in the groundlessness of existential anguish. Special moments
of human contact, expressed for instance in physical nearness, disclose to the ones involved, that they are seen as persons and do matter to others. These moments disclose a
connectedness that shifts the feeling of the situation and gives it meaning that endures
over time.
Thus, fragile spirituality includes both immanent and transcendent features of meaningful connectedness; they are part of the same reality in life. All experiences of events that
seem to indicate a special dimension in life, help to live on in the midst of longing for
the loved one. The connectedness helps to retain hope and perspective whatever the
conditions.
We recommend professionals in both health care and spiritual care to open up to the
existential and spiritual experiences of frightened and grieving persons.
In qualitative research existential and spiritual issues of health care professionals are
worth investigating, as well as the spirituality of critically ill children. Fragile spirituality
might well get new connotations with new perspectives on delivering sensitive care.

ULTIMATELY
The appeal of this thesis is to pay attention to expressions of meaning and spirituality
that often remain hidden from view. To unveil the existence of a fragile spirituality, expressed in different experiences of connectedness, has become the underlying purpose
of the whole research process.
All caregivers, in health care, church and society, can help people to find connections
in circumstances of existential concerns. Being understood in the experience of connectedness to the living and the deceased is highly significant in finding meaning in
life. A challenge for all caregivers is to be willing and able to connect personally to the
person in need.
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Een Pediatrische Intensive Care (PICU) is op het eerste gezicht een onwaarschijnlijke
plek om spiritualiteit in tegen te komen. Wie de afdeling opkomt, wordt geconfronteerd
met technische apparatuur, slangen en monitoren die de ruimte domineren. Opname
van een kind op de PICU heeft een enorme emotionele impact op ouders, waarbij ook
spirituele noties een rol spelen. In de angst en eenzaamheid die opname van hun kind
op de PICU oproept, hechten ouders bijzondere waarde aan verbondenheid en betekenisvolle relaties; zeker in de confrontatie met de (mogelijke) dood van hun zoon of
dochter.
In dit onderzoeksproject hebben we ons gericht op ervaringen van een bijzondere vorm
van spiritualiteit die in de context van pediatrische levenseinde-zorg te vinden is. De
hoofdvraag was: ‘Wat is de betekenis van spirituele ervaringen van ouders van wie een
kind overleden is’. In twee kwalitatieve studies hebben we ouders geïnterviewd na de
dood van hun zoon of dochter, waarbij we ons concentreerden op de wijze waarop zij
betekenis toekenden aan wat gebeurd was en aan mogelijke spirituele verbondenheid.
We gebruiken een definitie van spiritualiteit die vooral in de medische wereld gehanteerd wordt: “Spiritualiteit is het aspect van het mens-zijn dat refereert aan de manier
waarop individuen betekenis en bedoeling zoeken en uitdrukken, en aan de manier
waarop zij verbondenheid ervaren met het moment, het Zelf, de ander, de natuur en het
significante of h(H)eilige”.
Allereerst onderzochten wij in een pilot studie de ervaringen van ouders van wie een
kind overleden was aan kanker. Deze ouders deden mee aan een speciaal project, genaamd ‘Koesterkind’ van de Vereniging van Ouders van Kinderen met Kanker.
Hoofdstuk 2 presenteert de resultaten van dit onderzoek, waarin het ging om de vraag
hoe continuïteit en discontinuïteit zich tot elkaar verhouden in de veranderde relatie
tussen deze ouders en hun overleden kind. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een grote variëteit
aan spirituele ervaringen beschreven. We hebben gekeken naar ervaringen voorafgaand
aan de dood van het kind (bv. voorgevoelens, voorspellende dromen en visioenen),
rondom het overlijden zelf (bv ouders die als het ware ‘de ziel’ van hun kind het lichaam
zagen verlaten) en allerlei ervaringen die op een of andere manier ‘na-de-dood’ het gevoel van aanwezigheid van het kind opriepen. Volgens ouders waren in het rouwproces
bijzondere dingen gebeurd die voor hen niet toevallig waren. Aan de ene kant waren zij
zich pijnlijk bewust dat hun zoon of dochter dood, weg was. Tegelijkertijd ervaarden zij
een voortgaande verbinding met hun overleden kind. Speciale gebeurtenissen werden
opgevat als tekens die een vorm van communicatie impliceerden. We richtten ons
vooral op de vraag wat deze ervaringen betekenden voor ouders. In de literatuur wordt
onderscheid gemaakt tussen betekenisverlening als ‘making sense’ (bv. wat is de zin van
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dit sterven), en betekenis als het vinden van bijzondere waarde in het gebeuren. Zo
bleek het voor sommige ouders belangrijk om inderdaad enige zin in het gebeuren te
ontdekken. Zij hadden bijvoorbeeld het idee dat hun kind met een bijzondere opdracht
geleefd had en na de vervulling hiervan weer ‘naar huis’ kon. Tegelijkertijd konden deze
ouders verklaren dat geen enkele verklaring de dood kon rechtvaardigen. Alle verhalen
van ouders werden gekenmerkt door tegengestelde gevoelens en gedachten. Ook bij
ouders met een religieus of spiritueel betekenis-kader, was hun zoektocht naar zingeving een ambigue, ambivalent gebeuren. Het ontdekken van betekenis was altijd aan de
orde in de rouw; allerlei ervaringen hadden speciale waarde. Het bleek uiteindelijk niet
zo zeer te gaan om de vraag ‘wat is de zin van dit gebeuren’ maar ‘wat is in dit gebeuren
van belang’.
Bijzondere betekenis had vooral het (leven van het) kind zelf en de (getransformeerde)
relatie met het kind na de dood. Ouders voelden zich nog steeds in verbinding staan
met hun zoon of dochter en door hen soms ook met een transcendente (overstijgende)
werkelijkheid waarin incoherente ervaringen van zowel verlies en contact geïntegreerd
waren. Betekenis was vooral iets wat zij als het ware ‘ontvingen’, ofwel van hun overleden
kind, of van God , of zelfs van het Leven zelf, naar gelang hun persoonlijke levensovertuigingen.
In het hoofdonderzoek hebben we interviews gehouden met ouders van twintig kinderen die ongeveer 5 jaar eerder overleden waren in de Pediatrische Intensive Care van het
ErasmusMC Sophia Kinderziekenhuis. Tijdens de opname van hun kind, hechtten ouders
bovenal veel betekenis aan verbindingen die zij ervaarden met hun ernstig zieke kind,
maar op een andere manier ook met de zorgverleners die voor hun zoon of dochter
zorgden. Deze aspecten werden nader onderzocht in hoofdstuk 3 en 4.
Hoofdstuk 3 draait vooral om het belang van verschillende lichamelijke aspecten bij het
levenseinde van een kind. Jaren na het overlijden stond ouders het beschadigde lichaam
van hun kind nog steeds voor ogen, als gevolg van de medische pogingen het leven van
hun kind te redden met beademing, operaties, en ingrijpende behandelingen zoals de
ECMO, de hart-longmachine. Sommige kinderen werden door alle pleisters, wonden en
oedeem bijna onherkenbaar. Het werd vooral als problematisch ervaren als het ouders
niet mogelijk was om echt lichamelijk dichtbij hun kind te komen. Sommige ouders
hielden hun kind pas voor het eerst in de armen toen hij of zij kwam te overlijden en alle
apparatuur en slangetjes verwijderd waren. Dat zorgverleners hen geholpen hadden
om fysiek zo dicht mogelijk bij hun stervende kind te zijn, was nog steeds van grote
waarde. Zo was vaak een groot bed geregeld waarop de ouder dicht tegen de zoon
of dochter aan kon kruipen. Het belang van fysieke aspecten bleek ook uit het feit dat
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ouders allerlei medische attributen die het kind tijdens het ziekteproces op het lichaam
gedragen had, bewaard hadden en na vijf jaar nog steeds koesterden. Fysieke intimiteit
en nabijheid, vooral ook in de laatste dagen en uren van het kind, hoort bij een diepe
verbondenheid die ook na het overlijden kan blijven. Voor het bieden van menslievende
zorg in de eindfase van het leven is het belangrijk te realiseren hoe betekenisvol (de
heelheid van) het lichaam van het kind is, en de fysieke nabijheid voor ouders die hun
kind gaan verliezen.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het belang dat ouders hechten aan verbondenheid en relaties
met zorgverleners, m.n. in levenseinde-zorg. In de verhalen die ouders vertelden,
kwam sterk naar voren hoe eenzaam zij zich gevoeld hadden en hoe vervreemdend
de gebeurtenissen op de IC voor hen waren. Het gevoel van contact en verbinding met
zorgverleners had hen geholpen om de situatie van hun kind aan te kunnen. Die verbinding hadden zij ervaren in het regelmatig geïnformeerd worden over de medische
situatie, maar ook in allerlei handelingen en daden van artsen en verpleegkundigen die
hun persoonlijk betrokkenheid uitdrukten. Sommige artsen kregen bijnamen vanwege
hun onvermoeibare pogingen om oplossingen te vinden voor medische problemen.
Persoonlijke gesprekken, het delen van emoties en fysiek contact, zoals een arm om
hen heen, gaven ouders het idee dat zowel hun kind als zijzelf als personen werden
gezien en er toe deden. De medische staf voelde voor veel van de ouders die langer op
de afdeling bivakkeerden aan als familie, die dan ook gemist werd na het overlijden.
Maar ook als het verblijf maar kort was geweest zodat zich geen relaties hadden kunnen
vormen, was het persoonlijke contact enorm betekenisvol voor ouders geweest. Waar
dat had ontbroken, bv in heftige situaties waarin de ouder zich alleen gelaten voelde,
bleef dit bij sommigen in het rouwproces een pijnlijke ervaring die nog steeds emoties
opriep.
In hoofdstuk 5 onderzochten we meer gericht wat voor soort spiritualiteit uitgedrukt
wordt in de beleving van bijzondere ervaringen van ouders van wie het kind overlijdt.
Spiritualiteit wordt vaak vooral gezien als een uitdrukking van persoonlijke interesse in,
of affiniteit met geloof of het bovennatuurlijke. In het rouwproces van ouders treffen
we echter een ander soort spiritualiteit aan, dat niet altijd verbonden is met interesse
voor religie of spiritualiteit. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijven we de bijzondere kenmerken en
functie van deze specifieke spiritualiteit, zoals die in de verhalen van ouders naar voren
kwamen. Geconfronteerd met de aanstaande dood van hun kind op de PICU, vertelden
ouders dat zij op een of andere manier hun zoon of dochter konden ‘lezen’, zelfs als hij
of zij gesedeerd was en geen reactie gaf op prikkels. Er was vaak toch een vorm van
contact, bv oogcontact, kort voor het overlijden, hetgeen voor ouders betekende dat hij
of zij afscheid nam en de uitkomst accepteerde.
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Ook kwamen in de interviews ervaringen naar voren die vaak zintuigelijk van aard waren
en bv. ruiken, horen en zien impliceerden. Symbolen als vlinders verschenen op betekenisvolle momenten, elektronische apparaten (bv lichten of muziekdoosjes) reageerden
atypisch, en allerlei andere bijzondere onverwachte dingen gebeurden. Vaak verbonden
ouders dit met hun overleden kind. Veel ouders antwoordden op de vraag: “Voel je je
nog verbonden met hem of haar” met “Zij/hij is altijd bij mij”. Ouders maakten duidelijk
dat hun overleden zoon of dochter nog steeds een rol speelde in hun leven.
Dit betekende echter niet noodzakelijkerwijs dat deze ouders geloofden dat hun kind
zich nu ergens op een bepaalde plek bevond, zoals de hemel. Het was voor hen genoeg
dat hun kind dichtbij was. De tekens en signalen die zij ervaarden, werden voor hun eigen
gevoel niet gezocht of opgeroepen; het overkwam hen onverwacht. Hun eigen reactie
op deze tekens en signalen was vaak ambivalent. Hun verstand wierp tegenwerpingen
en twijfel op ten aanzien van de logica van deze ervaringen; maar tegelijkertijd werden
deze ervaringen gekoesterd. De meeste ouders zochten ook geen referentiekader om
van daaruit betekenis te geven aan het verlies van het kind of aan de ervaringen van
verbondenheid. Dat was anders voor ouders die religieus waren en geloofden in God
of Allah: tekens en signalen werden door deze ouders toegeschreven aan goddelijke
interventie. Veel ouders hadden de hoop dat zij ooit ergens hun kind zouden weerzien.
We trokken de conclusie dat rouwende ouders een fragmentarische, fragiele (broze)
spiritualiteit kunnen ervaren, waarin zij zich dicht verbonden voelen met hun overleden
kind. Deze verbondenheid is veel betekenisvoller dan een mogelijk verklarend betekenissysteem. Juist vanwege hun vaagheid en ondefinieerbaar karakter bieden spirituele
noties een ‘speelterrein’ waarin de hoop centraal staat omdat zij de mogelijkheid van
perspectief in het verlies open houden.
Dit betekent voor de gezondheidszorg dat het waardevol is als zorgverleners die ouders
ondersteunen in het levenseinde van hun kind, aandacht geven aan de verhalen van
betekenisverlening door ouders. Om de spirituele dimensie aandacht te geven, is het
niet voldoende om ouders te vragen naar hun geloof of levensbeschouwing. De meerstemmige verbanden en betekenissen die ouders toekennen aan de situatie, onthullen
verschillende uitingen van een broze, fragmentarische spiritualiteit die perspectief
biedt in de ontwrichtende werkelijkheid van het verlies.
Hoofdstuk 6 verduidelijkt hoe deze broze, fragmentarische spiritualiteit zich verhoudt
tot zg.“Lived Spirituality”. Deze spiritualiteit richt zich niet allereerst op interpretaties
van religieuze tradities, maar neemt z’n uitgangspunt in de wijze waarop spiritualiteit
zich manifesteert in het leven zelf. Concrete waarden en handelingen, lichamelijke
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sensaties, maar ook gebeurtenissen die zich voordoen in het leven van mensen krijgen
overstijgende betekenis. Dat laatste is het punt dat wij willen maken. Vooral in de context van verlies en rouw, bv als een zoon of dochter overlijdt, kunnen plotselinge, als
wonderlijk ervaren, gebeurtenissen een bijzondere verbinding creëren met die geliefde
en gemiste ander, maar ook met God of met ‘het Leven Zelf’. Voor buitenstaanders zijn
deze gebeurtenissen op zich wellicht heel gewoon, maar voor degenen die het aangaat
zijn ze persoonlijk bedoeld; wat gebeurt wordt geïnterpreteerd als een verwijzing naar
wat als het ware achter de werkelijkheid ligt. Dat wil niet noodzakelijkerwijs slaan op
een hemels verblijf, maar allereerst op een andere dimensie van het leven zelf. Verbondenheid met een kind tijdens het leven duurt (op andere wijze) voort na de dood.
Deze overstijgende interpretatie van vreemde, betekenisvolle gebeurtenissen in het
leven, noemen wij ‘fragiele, broze spiritualiteit’. Deze broosheid slaat op de kwetsbare
situatie waarin iemand zich bevindt, maar ook op het fragmentarische karakter van dit
moment van verbondenheid; het gaat soms om de ervaring van een kort moment. Een
achterliggend betekenissysteem of levensbeschouwing ontbreekt en men maakt geen
deel uit van een gemeenschap om deze ervaringen mee te delen. Fragiele spiritualiteit
geeft betekenis aan momenten waarin een ‘ontsluiting’ ervaren wordt, in immanente
of transcendente zin. Er is geen strikte afscheiding tussen deze twee domeinen. De
transcenderende beweging is onderdeel van de interpretatie van deze werkelijkheid.
Onze bevindingen willen verdere theologische reflecties teweeg brengen gericht op de
geleefde concrete levenservaringen van gewone mensen, vooral wat betreft ervaringen
van blijvende verbondenheid met overleden geliefden. ‘Gewone theologen’ die overstijgende dingen meemaken, kunnen de theologie stimuleren om de eigen wetenschappelijke aannames te heroverwegen en zijn daarmee van belang voor de academische
reflectie.
Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 7, de discussie, de bevindingen van dit onderzoek
samen gebracht. De broze, fragiele spiritualiteit die we beschrijven is direct verbonden met de concrete werkelijkheid van medische behandelingen en de dood in een
zorgsetting als de PICU. De ervaring van diepe verbondenheid tussen ouders en hun
kinderen, maar ook tussen ouders en zorgverleners vormen een houvast in de ervaren
existentiële angst. Speciale momenten van menselijk contact betekenen voor degenen
om wie het gaat, dat zij persoonlijk gezien worden en er voor anderen toe doen. Precies
die momenten ontsluiten een verbinding die het zware gevoel van de situatie verandert
en er een betekenis aan geeft die blijvend is.
Zo omvat deze fragiele spiritualiteit zowel immanente als transcendente kenmerken
van betekenisvolle verbondenheid; zij zijn beide onderdeel van dezelfde levenswerke-
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lijkheid. Deze verbondenheid helpt om hoop te houden en perspectief te blijven zien
in alle omstandigheden. Wij roepen professionals in zowel de gezondheidszorg als de
spirituele zorg (geestelijke verzorging) op om zich open te stellen voor de existentiële
en bijzondere spirituele ervaringen van mensen die rouwen om wie zij verliezen.
Voor verder onderzoek zou het de moeite waard zijn om de existentiële en spirituele
thema’s van zorgprofessionals te onderzoeken. Dat geldt zeker ook voor de spiritualiteit
van ernstig zieke kinderen zelf. Fragiele spiritualiteit zou dan nieuwe connotaties kunnen krijgen, die nog weer een nieuw licht werpen op menslievende zorg.

TENSLOTTE:
Dit onderzoek kan opgevat worden als een pleidooi om actieve aandacht te geven aan
uitdrukkingen van betekenisverlening en spiritualiteit, die vaak onttrokken worden aan
het zicht. Een onderliggend doel van het hele onderzoeksproces is het wegtrekken van
de sluier die als het ware ligt over deze fragiele spiritualiteit, in verschillende ervaringen
van verbondenheid. De ervaringen zijn er; de uitdaging is om ze te (willen) zien en horen.
Zorgverleners in de gezondheidszorg, professionals in de kerk en de samenleving kunnen mensen helpen om verbindingen te ontdekken in existentieel moeilijke omstandigheden. Begrepen worden in ervaringen van verbondenheid met levende én gestorven
geliefden helpt om betekenis (terug) te vinden in het leven. Ik onderstreep de uitdaging
voor elke zorgverlener om vanuit de eigen professionele attitude, persoonlijk contact te
maken met de kwetsbare mens in patiënt en naaste.
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Kernwoord van dit proefschrift is Verbinding. De ervaring van verbondenheid, het in
contact staan met anderen lijkt of blijkt cruciaal in het leven. Ik zelf heb die verbindingen
sterk ervaren. Met ouders van opgenomen kinderen, met artsen en verpleegkundigen,
met mijn collega’s van de psychosociale zorg en van de geestelijke verzorging in het
Erasmus (en in andere kinderklinieken) en met onnoemlijk veel anderen.
Mijn dank bij de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift geldt letterlijk teveel mensen om
op de noemen. Ik heb zo onvoorstelbaar veel geleerd van ouders en patiënten, van
zorgverleners, die mij hun persoonlijke ervaringen toevertrouwden. Zij hebben mijn
visie op het leven, op spiritualiteit en geloof wezenlijk veranderd.
Er hebben enorm veel mensen meegeleefd in het lange proces van onderzoek. Hoewel
er wel zorgverleners waren, die spirituele ervaringen een onbegrijpelijk onderzoeksthema vonden en hoewel sommige artsen moeite hadden met het kwalitatieve karakter
ervan, ben ik toch vooral heel veel interesse tegengekomen. Zoals ik ook ergens in een
artikel schreef, was een veel voorkomende reactie op het onderwerp: “Goh, interessant!
Ja zelf heb ik niks met spiritualiteit hoor! Maar….”. En dan kwam er een apart, vreemd
verhaal uit hun persoonlijke of professionele ervaring die zij niet konden plaatsen maar
ook niet los konden laten. Ik heb mij volkomen vrij gevoeld om er over te vertellen en
dat zegt veel over de cultuur of beter gezegd de Ziel van het Sophia (een term die door
René Wijnen werd bedacht).
Mijn intense dankbaarheid gaat uit naar mijn drie begeleiders. Van alle drie heb ik louter
hulp, interesse, positieve feedback en vertrouwen ontvangen. Ik wil daarbij benadrukken hoe belangrijk dat is, voor een ‘buiten- promovendus’ zonder kader om onderzoeksresultaten mee te bespreken. Wat dat betreft was ik weleens jaloers op degenen die in
teamverband aan hun promotie werken. Anderzijds was ik helemaal vrij om mijn eigen
weg te bepalen en dat heb ik gedaan .
Ruard Ganzevoort heb ik herhaaldelijk ‘mijn goeroe’ genoemd. Zijn eigen onderzoek
was een grote inspiratie voor mij. Ik voelde mij fundamenteel begrepen in de zoektocht
van het onderzoek. Twee zaken springen er voor mij uit als ik aan zijn begeleiding denk.
Allereerst dacht hij altijd in mijn richting met me mee. Eigenlijk bekritiseerde hij nooit,
gaf hij nooit een oordeel (positief of negatief ); hoe prettig is dat! Wel drong hij er steeds
op aan om het nog scherper te verwoorden. Hij stimuleerde om steeds een stapje
theoretischer te gaan, conceptueler te werk te gaan en gaf mij daarin (voor mij soms
onbegrijpelijk veel) vertrouwen. Bij de eerste ontmoeting gaf hij aan dat hij mij nooit
achter de vodden ging zitten; hij verwachtte dat ik steeds het contact zou zoeken. Als ik
dat deed, was hij er altijd.
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Dick Tibboel was degene die toen ik bij hem als hoofd van de IC mijn plannen ontvouwde, vanaf het eerste moment er achter ging staan. Hij stak zijn nek uit om in die
evidence-based wereld zo’n vaag onderzoek mogelijk te maken. Niet alleen voor de
werving van respondenten, maar ook financieel. Zonder zijn niet aflatende stimulans, de
voorwaarden die hij voor mij creëerde, was dit project nooit tot een eind gekomen. Hij
was en is ten diepste bij het onderwerp van dit onderzoek betrokken en geraakt. Ik ben
hem ook enorm dankbaar voor het podium dat hij mij tijdens zijn afscheidssymposium
bood, naast Awee Prins, de diepzinnige filosoof van de Erasmus Universiteit.
Monique van Dijk was het meest mijn reisgenoot onderweg. Samen hebben we de
cursus kwalitatief onderzoek gevolgd, samen de interviews geanalyseerd, gesprekken
gevoerd over het wezen van patiëntenzorg. Zij vroeg, stimuleerde, was inhoudelijk sparring partner, vooral bij de ‘medische’ artikelen. Ook in technische zin was zij de gids die
toonde, hoe je een artikel opbouwt, submit, ‘rebuttals’ schrijft, en in het doolhof van de
computer de uitweg toonde. Zij heeft op aardig wat momenten mijn paniek beteugeld.
Het was zo fijn je aan mijn zijde te hebben.
In dit verband noem ik ook Ko. Niemand kent mijn stukken beter dan hij. Minutieus heeft
hij elke zin bekeken op consistentie, taalgebruik etc. Mijn aanvankelijke hoogmoedige
gedachte ‘dat mijn engels best aardig is’, heb ik snel laten varen. Voor zijn interesse, altijd
prompte reactie ben ik ontzettend dankbaar; hij was een enorme hulp tot op de laatste
dag.
Ik dank de leden van de promotiecommissie, Christa Anbeek, Matthijs de Hoog, Carlo
Leget, Erik Olsman en Marijke Kars. Ik ken jullie niet allemaal persoonlijk, maar heb grote
bewondering voor jullie werk. Dank dat jullie bereid bleken tijd en aandacht en positief
kritische opmerkingen in te zetten om de inhoud van het proefschrift scherp voor het
voetlicht te krijgen.
Saskia Gischler was mede-auteur van twee artikelen. Zij stond aan de basis van mijn
promotiereis in het Sophia en was zowel inhoudelijk als qua support heel belangrijk.
Niet in het minst door haar ‘andere’ professionele expertise, waar ik in de loop van de
jaren veel profijt van heb gehad. Veel dank ook aan Ulli en Evy die een groot aantal
interviews uitgewerkt hebben, wat mij enorm geholpen heeft!
Mijn onderzoek viel samen met de opkomst van de Kinder Palliatieve Zorg en dat heeft
mijn onderzoek sterk bepaald. Het Kenniscentrum (en ik noem m.n,. Meggi Schuiling
en Carolien Huizinga) heeft enorm veel gedaan om spiritualiteit en de rol van geestelijk
verzorgers binnen het kinder palliatieve traject naar voren te brengen. Geweldige kan-
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sen zijn mij geboden om in trainingen, symposia, e.d. de relevantie van de spiritualiteit
te laten zien. In het Kinder Comfort Team van het Sophia krijgt dat vervolgens in directe
dagelijkse zin handen en voeten. De rol van psychosociale zorg is daar op bijzondere
wijze ingebed. Te midden van al die fijne betrokken collega’s van verschillende disciplines, noem ik hier in vriendschap en bewondering Karen de Heus, onze enthousiaste,
altijd verbindingen leggende kartrekker.
Mijn collega’s van de psychosociale zorg zijn allemaal immens belangrijk voor patiënten
en hun families, maar zeker ook voor mij! Jullie zijn mijn warme, meevoelende basis in het
persoonlijk om moeten gaan met heel veel verdriet. Voor ons allen zijn de verbindingen
die wij aangaan met kinderen en ouders expliciet in heel ons werk evident aanwezig.
Dat wij onder de bezielende leiding van Marie Louise Aendekerk de psychosociale zorg
met elkaar zo op de kaart in het Sophia kunnen zetten, vult me met trots.
Dan mijn lotgenoten: Lenneke Post en Fernanda Sampaio de Carvalho, ‘late’ promovendi. Aan de ene kant je ‘normale’ werk doen en aan de andere kant het gevecht om je
onderzoek op gang te houden, valt niet mee. “Koppig volhouden”, dat is het idee. Het
was een grote troost om de onzekerheden, frustraties vanuit het onderzoek te delen.
Daarbij was de stimulans ook vanuit jullie enorm. En dat geldt ook voor Eline Kochen
(jong en zeer gedreven) en vele mede-promovendi in het Sophia!
Mijn paranimfen zijn beide heel belangrijk voor mij geweest in dit onderzoek. Warner de
Leeuw was en is mijn wekelijkse sparringpartner. Hij weet alles van dit onderzoek maar
heeft nooit een letter er van gelezen. Onze gesprekken waren voor mijn ontwikkeling
onmisbaar. Inge van ‘t Wout, wat is dit ziekenhuis en vooral de mensen om wie het
daarin gaat, gezegend met zo’n manager die werkelijk leeft en werkt vanuit verbinding
en bezieling. Op zoveel momenten heb ik dat in directe zin ervaren!
Tja en dan mijn vrienden, mijn lieve familie. Wat jullie voor mij betekenen past niet in
een proefschrift. Ik moet nog eens andere manieren bedenken om die betekenis voor
mij duidelijk te maken, maar ik hoop dat jullie het weten.
Tenslotte: Rob heeft mij verboden hem in mijn dankwoord te betrekken. Dat doe ik
natuurlijk toch. Maar dan onderzoeks-gerelateerd: het is bijzonder dat hij ondanks het
feit dat ook hij nooit een letter van het door mij geschrevene gelezen heeft, toch precies
kan vertellen waar het om gaat. De foto’s getuigen daar ook van. Nu maar wachten op
de slagroomtaart….
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De betekenis van kinderen staat centraal in dit onderzoek. Ik ben zo dankbaar voor de
betekenis van Ruben en Jochem, met zijn Charel, in mijn en ons leven. Zij zijn zoals alle
kinderen in dit boek uniek, elk op eigen wijze en hun liefde onbetaalbaar.
Tenslotte: terug naar het begin: naar de kinderen waar de verhalen in dit proefschrift
over gaan. Hun levens doen er toe. Nog steeds. Voor hun families maar ook voor ieder
die hun verhaal wil horen. Zij hebben blijvende betekenis voor mij.
Hun ouders hebben mij verhalen verteld die in mij gebeiteld staan. Zij hebben mij zo
geraakt, door wat zij hebben meegemaakt, door de betekenissen die zij daarin voor
zichzelf gevonden hebben en bovenal door hun moed om het leven weer op te pakken,
Ik ben zo dankbaar dat zij hun verhaal in dit onderzoeks-verband wilden vertellen. Ik
hoop dat mijn interpretatie van hun belevingen hen recht heeft gedaan.
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